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Nanomaterials are nanostructured materials in which one of its dimensions is at least 

smaller than 100 nm. The unique size, shape, structure, and high surface area-to-volume ratio of 

nanomaterials result in outstanding optical, electrical, mechanical, and magnetic properties versus 

their bulk counterparts. In particular, carbon nanotubes (CNTs) possess outstanding electrical, 

mechanical, and electromechanical properties due to their unique structure and carbon-carbon 

covalent bonds. To take advantage of these properties for use in real-world applications, one 

approach is to disperse CNTs in a polymer matrix to form nanocomposites. However, the 

underlying mechanisms of how CNT-based nanocomposites derive their electromechanical 

properties remains poorly understood, despite the vast amount of experimental and numerical 

modeling work done in this area. 

In this thesis, a CNT-based thin film model was derived based on percolation theory. One 

dimensional CNT elements were randomly distributed in a predefined two-dimensional area, and 

their electrical and electromechanical properties were simulated. The objective was to evaluate the 

main parameters that influence the model’s electrical and electromechanical properties. Numerical 

simulation results showed that the percolation threshold and electrical characteristics of the thin 

film are affected by CNT lengths, concentrations, and intrinsic piezoresistivity. It was also found 

that the electromechanical behavior of the model was characterized by linear piezoresistivity. The 

CNT-based thin film model became less sensitive to applied strains as CNT concentration 

increased. Furthermore, an important finding was that, near the percolation threshold, inconsistent 

strain sensing response was observed. 

In order to improve the accuracy of predicting the bulk-scale electromechanical behavior 

of CNT-based thin film, the model was updated with multi-scale experimental measurements. 

Atomic force microscope images of CNT-based thin films were acquired, and image analysis was 

conducted to measure the physical characteristics of as-dispersed CNTs, which were then 



 

 xxv 

incorporated in the model. A key finding was that the morphology of the CNT network is an 

important parameter that governs bulk nanocomposite electrical and electromechanical behavior. 

The models were validated by conducting electromechanical experiments that characterized thin 

film behavior fabricated using different parameters and subjected to different loading excitations. 

The model was able to accurately characterize the electromechanical properties of these films. 

This dissertation also explores the use of numerical models to guide the design of electrical 

time-domain reflectometry (ETDR) sensors that featured CNT-based thin film sensing elements. 

An advantage offered by the proposed sensor is that, unlike currently available distributed strain 

sensing systems, implementation of ETDR sensors is easier due to their simple system architecture 

and low manufacturing and installation costs. The previous simulation results showed that the 

CNT-based thin film was more sensitive to strains as CNTs were more aligned. Therefore, CNT 

sensing elements with aligned CNTs were integrated in the ETDR setup, and the sensor showed 

better strain sensing performance. The two most important research contributions of this 

dissertation were: (1) the systematic investigation conducted to uncover the fundamental material 

mechanisms that governed CNT-based thin film electromechanical behavior; and (2) the 

development of a numerical model for sensor design and optimization. 
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Introduction 

 

 Promise of Nanotechnology 

Nanotechnology and nanomaterials have brought forth technological breakthroughs in both 

science and engineering since the invention of the scanning tunneling microscope in 1981 and the 

discovery of the fullerene in 1985 [1]. Nanotechnology is defined as a technology of engineering 

and utilizing materials with at least one inner or outer dimension is in the nanometer range. 

Nanomaterials can be categorized as zero-dimensional (e.g., nanoparticles (NPs)), one-

dimensional (1D) (e.g., nanotube, nanowires, and nanorods), two-dimensional (2D) (e.g., 

graphene), and three-dimensional (3D) (e.g., box-shaped graphene) depending on the number of 

dimensions that are less than 100 nm [2]. They can also be categorized into carbon-based 

nanomaterials (i.e., carbon nanotubes (CNTs), carbon nanofibers, and graphene), inorganic 

nanomaterials (i.e., metal oxide and zinc-oxide (ZnO) NPs), organic nanomaterials (i.e., silk 

fibroin, poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid, and chitosan NPs), and composite nanomaterials depending 

on their compositions [3].  



 

 2 

Due to their unique structures, nanomaterials have unusual electrical, mechanical, optical, 

and magnetic properties drastically different than their corresponding bulk form [4]. For example, 

graphene is a one-atom-thick 2D carbon-based nanomaterial in which carbon atoms are densely 

packed into a 2D honeycomb crystal lattice. It is a basic structural element of carbon-based 

materials of carbon nanotubes, fullerenes, and graphite. Graphene is a zero-bandgap 

semiconductor and possesses a sp2 bond structure in which each carbon atom has s-bond with 

three neighboring atoms and one out-of-plane p-bond. Due to the graphene’s electronic structure, 

it has extremely high electron and hole mobility (>105 cm2/V∙s) [5] and high thermal conductivity 

(3´103–5´103 W/m ∙ k) at room temperature [6]. The carbon-carbon covalent bond enables 

graphene to be 300 times stronger than steel. The optical transmittance of graphene over the visible 

spectrum was shown to be ~98%, meaning that graphene can be used to assemble transparent 

conductors [7]. 

CNTs physically represent a layer of graphene rolled into a cylindrical shape. Similar to 

graphene, CNTs possess extraordinary mechanical properties due to the covalent bond between 

carbon atoms. The specific strength of CNTs was found to be 48´103 kN∙m/kg and is significantly 

higher than that of steel (154 kN ∙m/kg) [8]. CNTs can be either electrically metallic or 

semiconducting depending on their chirality. Due to the 1D structure, metallic single-walled 

carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs) and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) show ballistic 

electronic transport with negligible scattering, which contributes to their high electrical 

conductivity [4]. In addition, the theoretical electrical current density of metallic SWCNTs is 

4´109 A/cm2, which is three orders of magnitude higher than that of copper [9]. Electron and hole 

mobility of a semiconducting SWCNT can be up to 1´105 cm2/V ∙ s, which is better than 

conventional silicon transistors (1´104 cm2/V ∙ s), thereby suggesting that semiconducting 
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SWCNTs can be beneficial for future transistors [10]. An individual MWCNT showed better 

thermal conductivity (> 3 kW/m∙K) than diamond (2 kW/m∙K).  

In addition, due to their nanoscale dimensions, nanomaterials show size-dependent 

properties. Quantum dots (QDs) of nanocrystals emit different colors of light according to their 

size. For example, the optical emission of cadmium selenide (CdSe) QDs shifted from blue 

(l = 500 nm) to red (l = 610 nm) as their size increased from 2 to 10 nm [11]. This occurred 

because the band gap became bigger as the size of QDs got smaller, resulting in a shift in the 

optical emission. In addition, the optical properties of metallic NPs (e.g., gold (Au) and silver (Ag) 

NPs) are dominated by surface-plasmon resonance of the collective oscillation of surface electrons. 

Specifically, Au nanospheres with the size of 2-50 nm showed a peak absorption at ~520 nm, while 

larger Au nanospheres had broader peaks at longer wavelengths (where 100 nm Au nanospheres 

displayed a peak absorption at 572 nm) [12]. Zhang et al. [13] studied the size-dependent in vivo 

toxicity of polyethylene glycol-coated Au NPs in mice. It was shown that 5 and 10 nm Au NPs 

dominantly accumulated in the liver, 30 nm Au NPs accumulated in the spleen, and 60 nm particles 

accumulated minimally in organs. In addition, mice treated with 10 and 60 nm Au NPs had 

increased alanine transaminase and aspartate transaminase, indicating that these Au NPs adversely 

affected the liver and kidney [13].   

Advances in microscopy technologies, such as scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 

atomic force microscopy (AFM), tunneling electron microscopy (TEM), and scanning 

transmission electron microscopy (STEM), have enabled visualization of atomic structures, 

nanomaterial characterization, and in-situ nanomaterial manipulation [14, 15]. For example, Junno 

et al. [14] used AFM to displace gallium arsenide (GaAs) NPs by first imaging GaAs NPs to 

identify their locations and then physically pushing the particles with an AFM cantilever to their 

desired positions. To realize real-time manipulation of nanomaterials, Polyakov et al. [15] placed 
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an AFM cantilever inside an SEM to displace Au and Ag NPs on an oxidized Si substrate while 

visualizing them through SEM. 

Various nanofabrication techniques, which are used to synthesize nanomaterials and to 

fabricate nanostructured materials and nanodevices, have enabled the creation of diverse 

nanosystems. In particular, the capability of nanofabrication to control the size, structure, and 

shape of nanomaterials has opened opportunities to tailor their properties [16]. Nanofabrication 

techniques can be categorized according to their assembly, following a bottom-up or top-down 

approach. First, bottom-up fabrication, including dip-pen nanolithography, electrodeposition, and 

molecular self-assembly, is an additive approach that combines atoms and molecules to form 

nanomaterials. For example, dip-pen nanolithography fabricates or patterns nanostructures on a 

surface by directly writing on the surface using an ink-coated AFM tip. Piner et al. [17] used dip-

pen nanolithography to write alkanethiols on a thin Au film with 30 nm resolution. Second, top-

down fabrication, including photolithography, laser ablation, and nano-imprint lithography, is a 

subtractive approach that starts with a large-scale object and gradually removes and subdivides a 

bulk material to form nanomaterials. For example, nanoimprint lithography is a low-cost and high-

throughput lithographic method involving two steps: i) imprinting using a mold with 

nanostructures pressed into a resist; and ii) removal of the mold by etching [18]. Chou et al. [18] 

employed nano-imprint lithography to fabricate a photodetector with 25 nm feature size. 

Advances in nanomaterials and nanotechnology and various nanofabrication tools have 

offered considerable promise to resolve problems in a wide range of fields including energy, 

engineering, healthcare, biology, and environment, among others. First, since the size of NPs is 

generally comparable with biomolecules (i.e., DNA, protein, and cell membrane), they can offer 

unprecedented solutions in biology and medicine [19]. Their high surface area has provided new 

possibilities in catalysis with improved reactivity [20]. Moreover, size-dependent optical 
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properties of nanomaterials can be applied to biology and energy. For example, the optical 

properties of QDs can be tuned for multiplexed optical sensing applications [21]. The efficiency 

of solar cells can be improved by combining NPs of different sizes to absorb the entire solar 

spectrum [22]. In addition, multifunctionality can be encoded in a nanoscale device [23, 24]. An 

example is a multifunctional mesoporous silica NP (100–200 nm) for drug delivery, magnetic 

resonance and manipulation, fluorescence imaging, and cell targeting [24]. Application examples 

of nanomaterial and nanotechnology with more details will be reviewed in Section 1.2. 

 Applications of Nanotechnology 

Through the National Nanotechnology Initiative, the United States has invested $1.2 billion 

in 2018 and over $25 billion since its inception in 2001 to explore the unlimited applications of 

nanotechnology [25]. The focus of nanotechnology research and development has evolved from 

fundamental scientific discoveries in 2000–2010 to nanosystem research for applications in 2010–

2020 [26]. Nanotechnologies can be applied in fields as diverse as medicine [27, 28], food science 

[29, 30], textiles [31, 32], energies [33, 34], and various engineering areas including electrical [35-

37], computer [38, 39], and structural engineering [40, 41]. 

Nanotechnology has been employed to solve open problems in electrical and computer 

engineering. For example, nanomaterials such as CNTs [42, 43], graphene [44, 45], and QDs [46] 

have been emphasized as crucial materials which can realize flexible and stretchable electronics 

due to their high intrinsic electron mobility, conductivity, mechanical strength, and flexibility. Eda 

et al. [45] produced a transparent and flexible graphene-based transistor with the thickness of one 

to five layers of graphene (1–2 nm). Sun et al. [43] assembled transparent thin film transistors by 

dispersing low concentrations of SWCNTs, which showed high electrical performance with a 

field-effect mobility of 35 cm2/V and on/off ratio (Ion/Ioff) of 6´106. Such high performance was 
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attained as a result of CNT’s long lengths (~10 µm) and Y-type junctions, which lowered contact 

resistance. Similarly, Choi et al. [46] demonstrated that CdSe QD-based thin film transistors 

achieved a field-effect mobility of 27 cm2/V and Ion/Ioff ratio of 106. Radisavljevic et al. [47] 

assembled a field-effect transistor using a single layer of Molybdenum disulfide (MoS2), which 

showed a mobility of 217 cm2/V∙s and Ion/Ioff ratio of 108. Besides the intrinsic properties of 

nanomaterials, their small, nanoscale dimensions can reduce the size of electrical or optical 

components (i.e., transistors, switches, and supercapacitors), thus supporting the production of 

extremely small devices [36, 37, 48]. In 2017, Intel released a 10-nm transistor in which 100 

million transistors could fit in 1 mm2; in contrast, the diameter of the first point contact transistor 

in 1947 was 1 cm. 1D structures of nanowires and CNTs can be used as both a device and electric 

wire, functioning as building blocks for nanoscale electronics [37]. Geiselmann et al. [48] 

engineered a nanodiamond-based optical transistor that served as a photonic counterpart of an 

electronic transistor for optical signal processing.  

Nanoengineered textiles offer multiple functionalities of sensing [49], energy harvesting 

[31], resisting wrinkles [50], antibacterial control [51], and enhancing strength [31, 52]. 

Incorporating clay NPs in textile can endow it with electrical, heat, and chemical resistance, as 

well as ultraviolet (UV) light-blocking and flame-retardant properties [53]. Seung et al. [31] 

demonstrated a mechanically robust electric-power-generating textile using ZnO nanorods, 

nanopatterned polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), and silver-coated textile, which generated a 

maximum power of 1.1 mW using the triboelectric effect. Lee et al. [49] fabricated conductive 

textiles by integrating Ag NPs in poly(styrene-block-butadiene-styrene) polymer, which covered 

poly(p-phenylene terephthalamide) fibers, and used them to assemble a capacitive textile-based 

pressure sensor. The electrical resistance of the conductive textile was 0.15 W/cm. Pressure sensing 

results showed two different pressure sensitivity regions of higher sensitivity (0.24 kPa-1) at lower 
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pressure (P < 2 kPa) and lower sensitivity (0.062 kPa-1) at high pressure (2 kPa < P < 10 kPa). 

Zhao et al. [51] attached single-layer graphene oxide (GO) to cotton fabrics for antibacterial 

control purposes and demonstrated the capability of the GO-modified cotton fabric to inactivate 

most of the bacteria (> 98%) in 4 hours. 

Nanotechnology has influenced the medical field including biological devices [54], 

biosensors [55], and biomedicine [27, 56, 57]. As mentioned in Section 1.1, nanomaterials’ 

nanoscale sizes enable them to access cells, tissues, and organs that other particles cannot reach. 

In addition, limitations of current chemotherapy treatment, such as nontarget tissue toxicity and 

drug resistance, have been addressed by nanomaterial-based drug-delivery systems by offering 

site-specific drug release [58]. Various nanomaterials including dendrimers [59], chitosan NPs 

[60], liposomes [61], nanospheres [62], and Au NPs [56] have been used for drug delivery [58]. 

For example, CytImmune Sciences Inc. used Au NPs attached to a tumor-eliminating agent to 

deliver chemotherapy drugs directly to cancer cells [56]. Recently, Wang et al. [57] developed a 

vaccine using protein NPs to combat influenza A viruses. Duan et al. [60] coated curcumin-loaded 

chitosan on cationic poly(butyl) cyanoacrylate (PBCAs) NPs to take advantage of the antitumor 

activity of curcumin-PBCA NPs against hepatocellular carcinoma cells. They treated two groups 

of mice with curcumin-loaded and empty PBCA NPs for four weeks. The mice treated with 

curcumin-PBCA NPs showed decreased tumor volume compared with those treated with empty 

PBCA NPs. 

On the other hand, sustainable energy systems have been significantly improved by 

nanotechnology [33, 63, 64]. The efficiency of photovoltaic cells can be enhanced with the 

incorporation of nanoscale components (i.e., electrodes), which enhances the optical path and 

decreases charge recombination [33]. For example, Tang et al. [63] assembled a photovoltaic 

device using CdS-Cu2S core-shell nanowires. The device’s open circuit voltage (Voc = 0.61 V) and 
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fill factors (FF = 80%), which determine the overall behavior of a solar cell, were higher compared 

to CdS-Cu2S thin film solar cells with Voc ≅ 540 mV and FF = 71%. Zhang et al. [64] assembled 

rechargeable batteries using cathodes of self-assembled 3D nanostructured NiOOH-nickel 

composites. The battery showed extremely fast battery charge and discharge rates (90% charging 

in 2 min) without sacrificing energy storage capacity.   

Researchers in structural engineering have employed nanomaterials to enhance the 

mechanical strength of concrete and cement by adding NPs such as zirconium oxide (Zr2O3) [65], 

calcium carbonate (CaCO3) [66], chromium oxides (Cr2O3) [67], and Ag NPs [68]. Nazari et al. 

[67] dispersed Cr2O3 NPs in a cementitious composite and studied their effects on the composite’s 

compressive and flexural strength. The study demonstrated enhanced compressive and flexural 

strengths of Cr2O3-based cementitious composite (47.7 and 4.9 MPa, respectively) compared to 

those of a control case without Cr2O3 NPs inclusion (39.8 and 4.2 MPa, respectively). Besides, 

nanomaterials and nanotechnology have been used to functionalize structural materials with self-

healing properties [41, 69]. Bang et al. [41] included microbial calcite (bio-based nanomaterials) 

in concrete and showed that microbial calcite increased the concrete’s compressive strength and 

stiffness through crack remediation. Specifically, the microbial calcite-based concrete beam’s 

stiffness and compressive strength were 550 kN/m and 36 MPa, while those of the untreated 

concrete beam were 500 kN/m and 29 MPa, respectively. 

 Nanomaterial-Based Sensors 

Among various applications of nanotechnology and nanomaterials, many researchers have 

sought to develop new chemical (i.e., gas and corrosion), physical (i.e., strain, temperature, and 

pressure), and biological (i.e., DNA, proteins, and pathogen) sensors. Nanomaterials’ high surface 

area, high surface-to-volume ratio, and electrical, electromechanical, and optical properties can be 
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used to develop sensors with improved sensitivity [70], specificity [71], multiplexing capability 

[72], and reduced detection times [55]. For example, due to their high surface-to-volume ratios, 

nanomaterials’ electrical properties can be sensitive to surface molecules, thereby enabling single-

molecule detection [70]. Zhang et al. [73] fabricated an indium oxide (In2O3) nanowire-based 

chemical sensor that could detect nitrogen dioxide (NO2) as low as 0.5 ppm. Besides, Li et al. [70] 

functionalized silicon nanowires (SiNWs) with single-stranded probe DNA molecules so that only 

the complementary DNA target can be detected by DNA hybridization. Because the material itself 

is sensitive to external stimuli, the sensing properties can be possibly controlled by different 

designs and various nanotechnologies. For instance, Lyson-Sypien et al. [74] studied titanium 

dioxide (TiO2)-tin oxide (SnO2) nanocomposites for hydrogen (H2) detection with various TiO2 

concentrations from 2 to 80 mol% and found that 50 mol% TiO2-SnO2 nanocomposite showed the 

best H2-sensing response. 

In particular, nanomaterial-based sensors have been widely exploited for chemical sensing 

[75-77]. The nanomaterials’ electrical properties (i.e., electrical conductance or capacitance) or 

optical properties (i.e., fluorescent intensity) change when they are exposed to gas (i.e., ammonia 

and nitrogen dioxide), such that the existence and concentration of gas can be estimated by 

measuring these electrical or optical parameters. Early research conducted by Lonergan et al. [76] 

utilized carbon black-based vapor sensors to detect benzene and methanol by measuring their 

electrical resistance signals. Zhang et al. [77] fabricated a conductive carbon nanofiber (CN)-

polystyrene (PS) composite for tetrahydrofuran vapor sensing. The results showed that the 

electrical resistance of the CN-PS composites increased 104 to 105 times when they were exposed 

to saturated tetrahydrofuran vapor. Xie et al. [72] used SiNW-based fluorescent sensors to detect 

mercury ions (Hg2+). The surface of SiNWs was functionalized by glutaraldehyde, and then SiNWs 

were assembled with thymine-rich DNA stands. With the existence of Hg2+ ions, the distance 
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between DNAs decreased due to thymine-Hg-thymine pair formation, lowering fluorescence 

intensity. The sensors were able to detect Hg2+ as low as 5 pM, and their high sensitivity was due 

to the high surface area and surface-to-volume ratio of SiNWs. 

Nanomaterials’ similar size to biomolecules and cells and their unique properties, such as 

fast electron transport [4], quantum mechanical properties [78], and signal amplification [79], have 

inspired many researchers in biology to employ them to develop novel miniaturized biosensors 

[80] that are biocompatible [81], highly accurate [82], and high sensitivity [71]. Lu et al. [83] 

developed a fluorescence sensor based on molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) nanosheets and cadmium 

telluride (CdTe) QDs to detect toxic Ochratoxin A (OTA), which exists in plant-origin foods such 

as fruits, corn, coffee, and cereals. As the concentration of OTA increased from 1 to 1,000 ng/mL, 

the fluorescence intensity increased from 160 to 200 a.u. In addition, biomolecules functionalized 

by nanomaterials have brought significant advances in nanomedicine through target binding, 

imaging, and drug delivery. For example, the intrinsic optical properties of Au NPs are widely 

used to detect protein-protein interaction [81]. Homogeneous suspensions of AuNPs between 10 

and 50 nm showed a pink color, while a blue-gray color was displayed when AuNPs became closer 

together resulting from binding events between two protein partners immobilized in different 

AuNPs [81]. Xie et al. [72] functionalized SiNWs with DNA strands that could detect low 

concentration of DNA targets (1 pM).  

Besides chemical and biological sensing, researchers have assembled nanomaterial-based 

nanocomposites to measure physical properties such as strain [84], pressure [85], and temperature 

[86]. For example, Gullapalli et al. [84] embedded ZnO nanostructures in a cellulose matrix to 

form a piezoelectric strain sensor. Two ends of a 2×0.5 cm2 ZnO-based nanocomposite were 

coated with gold electrodes, and the nanocomposite was attached to a brass beam using an 

insulating epoxy. The output current of the ZnO-based nanocomposite was increased when 
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subjected to uniaxial tensile loading up to 1,600 µe. Gong et al. [85] fabricated a flexible pressure 

sensor using a sandwiched structure of Au NW-impregnated tissue paper between PDMS sheets. 

This sensor, used to monitor the blood pressure of a human radial artery, was able to measure 

pressure force as low as 13 Pa with high sensitivity (1.14 kPa-1), low energy consumption (30 µW), 

and fast response time (< 17 ms). In addition, Lin et al. [87] developed a self-powered triboelectric 

pressure sensor composed of a nanopatterned PDMS on Au electrode and Ag nanowires deposited 

on the aluminum film. The pressure sensor showed high sensitivity (0.31 kPa-1), fast response time 

(< 5ms), and long-term stability (30,000 cycles). By incorporating the nanopatterned PDMS film 

and Ag nanowires, pressure-sensing response was improved due to the large effective contact area 

between the PDMS film and Ag nanowires. Vetrone et al. [86] devised a thermal nanoprobe based 

on temperature-sensitive fluorescent NPs (i.e., NaYF4:ER3+,Yb3+) to measure the internal 

temperature of the living cells (i.e., HeLa cervical cancer cells). The NPs were capable of 

converting long-wavelength, near-infrared light to green and red light of shorter wavelengths so 

that inexpensive near-infrared lasers could be used to excite the NPs. The emission intensities of 

the green fluorescence bands of ER3+ changed with temperature, thus enabling temperature 

measurement using the fluorescent intensities.  

 CNT-Based Strain Sensors 

In particular, CNT-based nanocomposites or nanofilms have been recognized as next-

generation strain sensing materials due to their electromechanical [88, 89] and Raman active 

behavior [90]. Stampfer et al. [88] suspended a 600 nm-long SWCNT on an Au cantilever support 

to investigate its potential for electromechanical displacement sensing. AFM in contact mode was 

used to induce strain in an SWCNT, and the results showed that the maximum strain sensitivity of 

the SWCNT was 2,900, which was attributed to its band-gap and structural changes. On the other 
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hand, spectral methods (i.e., Raman spectroscopy) were used to characterize strain-sensitive 

behavior of individual CNTs [90]. For example, Cronin et al. [90] demonstrated that the G and G’ 

bands in Raman mode of individual SWCNTs shifted linearly when they are subjected to three-

point bending. These experimental results confirmed the advantages of CNTs for developing high-

performance strain sensing devices.  

 Experimental Investigations 

To translate their outstanding nano-scale strain sensing properties to the macroscale, 

various scalable fabrication techniques, such as vacuum filtration [91], layer-by-layer [92], spray 

coating [93], in-situ polymerization [94], among others, have been employed. Extensive 

experimental studies have used different types of CNTs (i.e., SWCNT [91, 95], double-walled 

CNT [96], and MWCNT [97-100]), various polymers (e.g., epoxy [101], polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) 

[96, 102], and polyethylene oxide (PEO) [97]), dispersing methods (e.g., tip sonication [92], 

magnetic stirring [103], and mechanical mixing [98]), and curing temperatures [104]. The general 

procedure is that, first, CNTs are uniformly dispersed in a polymer matrix without agglomeration; 

second, CNT-based nanocomposites are constructed through one of the bottom-up fabrication 

techniques mentioned previously. 

The Raman shift behavior of CNTs was employed to realize bulk CNT-based strain 

sensors. Frogley et al. [95] dispersed SWCNTs in polyurethane acrylate (PUA) and showed a 

linear shift in the Raman band of the SWCNT-PUA nanocomposite under uniaxial tensile strains. 

Qui et al. [105] randomly dispersed 0.5 wt% SWCNTs in an epoxy matrix to assemble an SWCNT-

based Raman strain rosette. In-plane strain measurements were achieved by an analytical model 

of the SWCNT Raman strain rosette based on the polarized Raman properties of SWCNTs. 

Although the results obtained helped explain that individual CNTs were being stretched when 
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tension was applied to the nanocomposites, Raman spectroscopy is not a practical tool for real-

world strain sensing applications because it requires a bulky and elaborate setup. 

As an alternative, the electrical characteristics (i.e., resistance [91], capacitance [106], and 

impedance [92]) of CNT-based nanocomposites have been widely explored for strain sensing. For 

example, Lipomi et al. [106] assembled transparent and stretchable capacitive sensors composed 

of SWCNT-PDMS films to detect pressure and tensile strains. The sensor had a sandwiched 

structure of Ecoflex silicone elastomer between PDMS films with SWCNT films attached to them. 

When pressure or tensile strains were applied to the sensor, the distance between electrodes 

decreased, resulting in capacitance increase with a pressure sensitivity of 0.23 MPa-1 and a 

capacitive strain sensitivity of 0.004. Loyola et al. [92] used frequency-domain electrical 

impedance spectroscopy (EIS) to characterize the strain sensing performance of MWCNT-

polyelectrolyte thin films deposited on glass fiber-reinforced polymer composites. The measured 

EIS data were fit to the parallel resistor-capacitor circuit model, and the results demonstrated that 

the resistance of resistive parameters (i.e., series resistor and parallel resistor) increased while the 

capacitance of a capacitive parameter (i.e., parallel capacitor) decreased.  

Among the electrical components, many studies have investigated resistance-type CNT-

based strain sensors. For example, Dharap et al. [91] produced SWCNT-based buckypaper strain 

sensors using a vacuum filtration method. The thin film was affixed to a brass specimen with a 

poly(vinyl chloride) (PVC) film in-between the two, and uniaxial tensile and compressive strains 

to ± 400 µe were applied to the specimen. Voltage was measured using a four-point probe method 

(i.e., by interrogating the film using a constant amplitude direct current input), and linear changes 

in voltage was detected. Continued work [107] evaluated the flexural strain-sensing properties of 

these buckypapers by applying four-point bending (i.e., pure bending). Similar to the previous 

tests, it was found that the voltage increased linearly from 0 to 200 mV when flexural strain 
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increased from 0% to 0.06%. Loh et al. [96] assembled mechanically strong SWCNT-PE thin films 

by the layer-by-layer method. The procedure entailed sequentially dipping a charged glass 

substrate in positively charged polycationic PE solution (i.e., PVA or polyaniline (PANI)), 

followed by the negatively charged polyanionic solution with CNTs dispersed in poly(sodium 4-

styrenesulfonate) (PSS) solution. The 20×10 mm2 SWCNT-PSS/PVA thin films were affixed onto 

PVC coupons, and the film and PVC coupon specimens were subjected to tensile-compressive 

cyclic tests applied using an MTS-810 load frame. In this study, unpurified SWCNTs (u-SWCNTs) 

and purified SWCNTs (p-SWCNTs) were used to fabricate two different SWCNT thin films. The 

p-SWCNT-PSS/PVA thin films showed clear piezoresistive response, whereas u-SWCNT thin 

films showed poor response due to impurities inherent to u-SWCNT and their poor dispersion. In 

addition, their strain sensitivity was also sensitive to initial fabrication parameters, where higher 

CNT concentrations and better dispersion (enabled by higher concentrations of PSS) improved 

bulk film strain sensitivity.  

Besides SWCNT-based nanofilms, MWCNTs have also been employed for their metallic 

electrical properties and lower costs [97-100]. Park et al. [97] assembled two concentrations (i.e., 

0.56 vol% and 1.44 vol%) of MWCNT-PEO thin films and measured their electrical resistance. 

The unstrained resistances of 0.56 vol% (i.e., near the percolation threshold) and 1.44 vol% 

MWCNT-PEO thin films were 598 and 6.89 kW, respectively. When they were subjected to 

uniaxial tensile strains up to 1%, the electrical resistance increased linearly up to 0.8% strain for 

the 0.56 vol% MWCNT-PEO thin film and up to 1% strain for the 1.44 vol% MWCNT-PEO thin 

film before showing nonlinear response. Pham et al. [98] used a solution casting method and a dry 

blended method for embedding MWCNTs in a poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) matrix. 

Uniaxial tensile strain tests (e < 10,000 µe) revealed that MWCNT-PMMA films became less 

sensitive to strain as the concentration of MWCNTs increased. MWCNT-PMMA films prepared 
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using different fabrication techniques had different electrical and electromechanical properties, 

such that MWCNT-PMMA nanofilms assembled by dry blending were more sensitive to applied 

strains than those made with solution casting. More recently, versatile additive manufacturing has 

been used to assemble MWCNT-based strain sensors [99, 100]. Christ et al. [99] assembled 

MWCNT-polyurethane (PU) composites using fused deposition modeling and showed their strain 

sensing responses while varying the MWCNT concentrations from 2 to 5 wt%. The 2 wt% 

MWCNT-PU nanocomposite showed the highest strain sensitivity of ~176, while the 5 wt% 

MWCNT-PU nanocomposite had ~8.6. 

CNT-based nanocomposites have been applied to functionalize structural composites (i.e., 

cementitious composites and fiber reinforced polymer composites) with self-sensing 

characteristics [108-110]. Thostenson et al. [108] dispersed MWCNTs in epoxy and infiltrated 

MWCNT-epoxy through a glass fiber preform. Cyclic loading-unloading with increasing 

maximum strains up to failure was applied to the MWCNT-based fiber composites. The results 

showed a linear piezoresistive response until microcracking caused deviations in their resistance 

response. Loh et al. [109] coated MWCNT-latex thin films onto sand particles and used them to 

cast mortar specimens. Two copper mesh electrodes were embedded in two ends of the 5×5×5 cm3 

specimen for electrical resistance measurement. The specimen was conductive with an unstrained 

electrical resistance of ~20 kW, since the MWCNT-latex coating offered conductive MWCNT 

networks in the specimen. The specimen was subjected to a 0.1 Hz cyclic-compressive load pattern 

up to 0.45 % peak strain, and the electrical resistance followed the pattern of compressive strains.  

 Numerical Simulations 

Although a numerous experimental studies have been conducted to achieve high-

performance CNT-based strain sensors, it has been reported that the electromechanical behavior 
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of CNT-based strain sensors is affected by various parameters (i.e., CNT’s intrinsic characteristics 

[111], polymer matrix [112], fabrication methods [113], curing temperature [93], and dispersion 

method [114]). Therefore, analytical investigations or numerical simulations were explored to 

advance the understanding of CNT-based nanocomposites and the relationship between 

parameters and their bulk electrical and electromechanical properties.  

As a first step to explain the underlying mechanisms of the electromechanical properties 

of CNT-based strain sensors, there have been efforts to understand the electrical properties of 

CNT-based nanocomposites [115-120]. Zheng et al. [115] described an insulator-to-conductor 

phase transition (i.e., percolation behavior) of CNT-polymer nanocomposites using the electrical 

percolation threshold (EPT), which was defined as a ratio of the number of percolation cases to 

the total number of simulations conducted. When an aspect ratio of CNT element was 300, the 

percolation threshold was calculated as ~4.5 wt%. Kumar et al. [116] derived a computational 

diffusive-transport model of a CNT-based thin film to simulate the dependence of conductance on 

the length of the CNT-based thin film model and showed a nonlinear dependence of conductance 

on the model length. Behnam et al. [117] used Monte Carlo simulations to study the relationship 

between different parameters (e.g., CNT length, density, and resistance ratio) and the resistivity of 

a CNT-based thin film model. The simulation results demonstrated that the model resistivity 

decreased as CNT density and length increased. Other studies [118-120] have investigated how 

the morphology of dispersed CNTs (i.e., alignment and dispersed shapes of CNTs) affect a bulk 

film’s electrical properties. For example, Bao et al. [118] and Du et al. [120] demonstrated the 

effect of the alignment of CNTs on the bulk electrical conductivity. Bao et al. [118] dispersed 1D 

CNT elements in a representative cuboid (5.5 µm3) and simulated electrical conductivity by 

considering the intrinsic resistance of CNTs and the contact resistance created by the electron 

ballistic tunneling approximated by the Landauer-Büttiker formula. As CNTs were more aligned 
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to the direction of the electrodes, the conductivity of the model decreased, as a result of the CNTs’ 

inability to form a conductive path. Li et al. [119] used a 2D computational model to simulate the 

electrical conductivity according to the dispersed shapes of CNTs. Two different CNT geometries 

(i.e., straight and curved) were considered, and lower conductivity of the 2D model was observed 

with curved CNTs. 

Besides the electrical properties of CNT-based nanocomposites, there have been efforts to 

simulate their electromechanical or strain sensing performance. For example, Hu et al. [121] 

modeled a CNT as a soft-core element and randomly dispersed CNT elements in 3D space. 

Tunneling effect was considered as the critical parameter that determined electromechanical 

behavior while excluding the change in resistance of individual CNTs when strained. The 

numerical simulation results demonstrated higher strain sensitivity near the percolation threshold. 

A continued research study then applied tensile and compressive loading to the CNT-based 

nanocomposite model, and the model had better strain sensing performance in tension than in 

compression [114]. Similarly, Rahman et al. [122] incorporated an approximate tunneling 

resistance between neighboring CNTs in the model and demonstrated that numerical models with 

lower CNT concentration and CNT aspect ratios (i.e., length-to-diameter ratio) exhibited higher 

strain sensitivity. Wang et al. [123] introduced average junction gap variation (AJGV), which is a 

function of Poisson’s ratio of polymer and density, diameter, and orientation of CNTs, and showed 

that the piezoresistivity of the CNT-polymer composite can be improved by increasing the value 

of AJGV. Amini et al. [124] applied an approximate method of graph conductance theory to 

simulate the electromechanical behavior of a 3D mathematical model. Similar to Hu et al. [121], 

the numerical simulation results showed that a CNT film near its percolation threshold (i.e., 2–3 

wt%) had a higher strain sensitivity. In addition, the electrical properties deviated more at lower 

CNT concentrations as compared to that of high CNT concentrations.  
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 Limitations of Current CNT-Based Strain Sensors  

Despite the extensive research on CNT-based strain sensors, the underlying mechanisms 

of electromechanical response to applied strains are still poorly understood. First, parameters that 

affect their bulk strain sensing properties remain unclear. As mentioned before, experimental 

studies have shown that the electrical and electromechanical performance of CNT nanocomposites 

varied depending on the types of polymers and CNTs, fabrication and dispersion methods, and 

curing temperatures. For example, Loh et al. [96] found that unpurified CNT-based thin films 

performed poorly, whereas purified CNT-based thin films had much better strain sensing behavior. 

Mortensen et al. [93] studied how high-temperature treatment affected the electrical resistivity of 

spray fabricated MWCNT-PSS/polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF) thin films. It was demonstrated 

that the thin films’ resistivity decreased as the thermal annealing temperature increased from 100 

to 250 ºC. Hu et al. [114] studied the effects of curing temperature and stirring rates of a planetary 

mixer on the piezoresistivity of MWCNT-epoxy nanocomposites. The curing temperature was 

varied from 80 to 120 ºC, and stirring rate was varied from 800 to 2,000 rpm. It was shown that 

the nanocomposite was more sensitive to strains with a lower curing temperature (80 Cº) and a 

higher stirring rate (2,000 rpm).  

Except for a very few studies [114, 124], most studies focused exclusively on experiments 

or numerical simulations, and thus the linkage between experimental investigations and numerical 

simulations is missing. In addition, although numerical investigations were able to explain the 

general electromechanical or strain sensing behavior of CNT-based nanocomposites, they were 

limited in their explanation and representation of the various electromechanical behavior observed 

in experimental studies of CNT-based nanocomposites. Therefore, the accuracy of predicting the 

bulk-scale electromechanical behavior needs to be improved. For example, many numerical 

studies [114, 117, 118, 121, 122, 124] simplified the morphological features of CNT-based 
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nanocomposites such that CNTs were assumed to be straight with uniform length. However, 

experimental studies have found that CNT-based nanocomposites fabricated using different types 

of CNTs exhibited different electromechanical characteristics. Yin et al. [125] assembled 

MWCNT-epoxy nanocomposites using two different MWCNTs: MWCNT1 with a diameter of 10 

nm, an aspect ratio of 500-1500, and purity of 95–98%; and MWCNT2 with a diameter of 40–90 

nm, an aspect ratio of 100, and purity of > 99.5%. The electrical and electromechanical 

characteristics of the two types of MWCNT-epoxy nanocomposites were different. First, 10% 

MWCNT2-epoxy nanocomposites were much more conductive (95.2 S/m) as compared to 10% 

MWCNT1-epoxy nanocomposites (0.00533 S/m). In addition, the average strain sensitivity of 

10% MWCNT1-epoxy nanocomposites was 4.3 while that of 10% MWCNT-epoxy 

nanocomposite was 3.2.  

 Dissertation Objectives and Outline 

As previously discussed in Section 1.4, there is a dire need for an experimentally validated 

numerical model of CNT-based thin films that can help advance the understanding of the 

underlying mechanisms that affect their bulk electrical and electromechanical properties. Thus, the 

primary objective of this dissertation is to derive an experimentally validated numerical model of 

CNT-based thin film strain sensors. Advanced microscopy techniques (i.e., STEM, SEM, AFM, 

and TEM) have allowed researchers to precisely observe the geometry of nanostructured material. 

AFM and SEM will be employed to measure the physical characteristics of as-dispersed CNTs in 

a polymer matrix. With advanced nanotechnology and various fabrication techniques, CNT-based 

strain sensors possess great potential to obtain tailorable strain sensing properties. However, the 

lack of optimization or a design tool prevents such innovation. Therefore, this thesis also explores 
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numerical models to guide the design of CNT-based distributed strain sensors, which will be 

achieved by leveraging the principles of electrical time-domain reflectometry (ETDR).  

In Chapter 2, a 2D numerical simulation model of a CNT-based thin film will be derived 

based on percolation theory. Straight 1D CNT elements with a predefined length will be located 

by positioning CNTs at random locations, which describes the random dispersion of CNT 

networks. This chapter will evaluate the effects of different parameters (i.e., lengths and density 

of CNTs and intrinsic piezoresistivity of CNTs) on the electrical and electromechanical properties 

of CNT-based thin film models. The electrical properties of the thin film model will be evaluated 

by calculating percolation probability and nominal electrical resistance. To assess the 

electromechanical performance of the CNT-based thin film model, it will be subjected to different 

loading conditions. The chapter will especially focus on investigating the piezoresistive behavior 

near the percolation threshold where the percolation probability is ~50%.  

Chapter 3 seeks to enhance the accuracy of the CNT-based thin film models. In fact, the 

majority of numerical simulation research assumed the geometry of CNTs is straight with a certain 

length. However, experimental studies have reported different strain sensing behaviors depending 

on the type of CNTs. This chapter will address this knowledge gap by looking at ultra-low 

concentration MWCNT-PSS thin films to assess the morphology and physical characteristics of 

as-deposited MWCNTs. AFM images of the MWCNT-PSS thin films will be obtained, followed 

by image analysis to measure the physical characteristics of MWCNTs (i.e., dispersed MWCNT 

shape and length distribution). The measurement results will be integrated in the model, and 

models with different morphologies of CNT networks will be simulated.  

In Chapter 4, experimental validation of the CNT-based thin films will be conducted. Seven 

different concentrations of MWCNT-pluronic thin films are assembled through vacuum filtration. 

SEM images will be obtained to characterize the dispersed shape of MWCNTs, which will be then 
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integrated into the model. The electrical properties of the model and the MWCNT-pluronic thin 

films will be compared by measuring their electrical resistance. Next, different strain patterns will 

be applied to the model and the MWCNT-pluronic thin films to compare their electromechanical 

responses. Besides investigating similarities between simulations and experiments, further 

validation of the numerical model will be achieved by comparing the area ratio of the numerical 

models and SEM images of the MWCNT-pluronic thin films. 

Chapter 5 explores the use of numerical simulation models to guide the design of an 

MWCNT-based distributed strain sensor. A new approach to achieve distributed sensing will be 

achieved by integrating the principle of ETDR and MWCNT-based sensing elements. ETDR 

involves transmitting an electromagnetic wave from one end of a transmission line and then 

observing characteristics of the reflected signals. The proposed ETDR sensor will be constructed 

by replacing portions of a transmission line with sensing elements that is composed of MWCNT-

based dielectric and conducting parts. Different CNT thin film models characterized by different 

nanostructures will be numerically simulated and compared. Based on numerical simulation 

results, ETDR-based distributed strain sensors will be assembled by incorporating different 

MWCNT-based thin films. Then, their distributed strain sensing performance will be evaluated by 

applying strain patterns to each sensing element and measuring the corresponding reflected 

waveform response. In addition, the strain sensing behavior of different designs of ETDR sensors 

will be compared. 

 

Chapter 1, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Strain Sensing and Structural 

Health Monitoring using Nanofilm and Nanocomposites, Elsevier, Bo Mi Lee; Sumit Gupta; 

Kennth J. Loh; Satish Nagarajaiah, 2016. The dissertation author was the primary author of this 

book chapter. 
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A 2D CNT Thin Film Model Based on 

Percolation Theory  

 

 Introduction 

The primary objective of this chapter was to derive a 2D CNT-based thin film model based 

on percolation theory to understand the electrical and coupled electromechanical behavior of CNT-

based thin films. A major focus of this chapter was to investigate, through numerical simulations, 

how changes in the intrinsic piezoresistivity of individual nanotubes would affect the 

electromechanical behavior of the nanocomposite. Early experimental investigation by Tombler et 

al. [89] demonstrated that the conductance of a metallic SWCNT decreased by more than two 

orders of magnitude when the tube was strained via three-point bending applied by an AFM tip. 

Likewise, Jang et al. [126] detected linear changes in resistance when both sides of an MWCNT 

were stretched by tungsten tips. However, it remains unclear how the piezoresistivity of individual 

tubes affect and propagate to large-scale systems such as percolated nanotube networks. 
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In this chapter, the model was derived by positioning 1D CNT elements at random 

locations to generate a CNT network. The electrical properties of the thin film model were 

evaluated by calculating percolation probability and nominal electrical resistance. To assess the 

electromechanical performance of the CNT-based thin film model, it was subjected to loading 

conditions. In particular, special attention was paid to assess the models’ piezoresistive properties 

when the simulated film was near its percolation threshold (as defined by the percolation 

probability being ~50%). Three different CNT gage factors were considered, which were based on 

results reported in the literature. Uniaxial tensile-compressive cyclic loads were applied to the 

nanocomposite model, and its electromechanical properties (such as bulk film strain sensitivity) 

were calculated and compared. This chapter begins with a discussion of the percolation-based 

model, assumptions, and boundary conditions. Second, the method used for calculating thin film 

resistance was presented. Then, the results of the electrical and electromechanical performance 

simulations were discussed, followed by a brief summary. 

 Percolation-based Model and Simulation Procedures 

 Percolation Theory 

Percolation theory was introduced by Broadbent and Hammersley [127, 128] in 1957 to 

explain phase transition of a permeable 3D box. They demonstrated that low concentrations of 

fluid could not flow through the permeable box until the fluid concentration reached a certain 

percolation threshold. Later in 1973, Kirkpatrick [129] applied percolation theory to describe, 

through numerical modeling, phase transition (i.e., insulator-to-conductor) of conductive particle-

based composites.  
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Similar to these early investigations, one can also expect the same insulator-to-conductor 

phase transition with the incorporation of electrically conductive nanotubes embedded in an 

insulating polymer matrix. In particular, three different states can be investigated depending on the 

concentration of nanotubes. The first state corresponds to when that of the insulating polymer 

matrix is dominating the electrical properties of the nanocomposite (Figure 2.1). Since very few 

conductive nanotubes are embedded in the polymer matrix, a continuous conductive pathway for 

electrical current to flow from one end of the nanocomposite to the other does not exist. As the 

concentration of nanotubes increases, they start to create electrically conductive clusters, which 

are formed by direct nanotube-to-nanotube junctions or other electron transport mechanisms 

between neighboring CNTs (e.g., tunneling). At the second state, with the addition of more 

nanotubes, the clusters are finally able to connect and form an electrically conductive path between 

the two opposite electrodes (Figure 2.1). After the formation of one conductive pathway, any 

 
Figure 2.1. The electrical conductivity of CNT-based nanocomposites follows percolation 
theory and can be classified by three different states. State 1 is an electrically insulating state 
where very few nanotubes are distributed nor connected to one another. State 2 experiences 
dramatic increases in conductivity as a result of the creation of at least one or a few electrically 
conductive pathways between opposite electrodes. State 3 consists of a dense network of 
electrically conductive paths. 
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additional nanotubes will induce dramatic increases in conductivity of the nanocomposite (i.e., due 

to more routes for current flow). The minimum concentration of nanotubes that causes a 

remarkable increase in bulk film electrical conductivity (i.e., the transition from an insulator to 

conductor) is defined as the percolation threshold. The final state corresponds to the case with high 

CNT concentrations (Figure 2.1). Here, a dense network of electrical conductive paths exists, and 

electrical conductivity increases gradually and finally saturates.  

 Model Generation 

To investigate the electrical and electromechanical properties of CNT-based 

nanocomposites, a 2D percolation-based model was derived by randomly distributing straight 1D 

nanotubes of a predefined length (LCNT). The concentration of nanotubes (N) and the dimensions 

of the 2D thin film model (i.e., length, L and width, W) were specified. The location of each 

nanotube was identified by two end-points, namely (x1, y1) and (x2, y2), as represented in a 

Cartesian coordinate system. The first end-point, (x1, y1), was determined using a random number 

generator (e.g., “rand” in MATLAB). The other end point, (x2, y2), was then calculated using the 

prescribed nanotube length and a randomly generated CNT orientation (q):  

   (2.1) 

   (2.2) 

This procedure was reiterated until the exact number of nanotubes desired (N) was included in the 

model. A representative numerical model with 400 CNTs in a 1×1 μm2 area is shown in Figure 

2.2. 

In a previous study, if a portion of the nanotube exceeded the boundary of the thin film 

model, that portion of the CNT was eliminated so that all the nanotubes fit inside the modeling 

domain [130]. In contrast, this study employed periodic boundary conditions (PBC) commonly 

x2 = x1 + LCNT cosθ

y2 = y1 + LCNT sinθ
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used in creating representative volume elements (RVE) [131-133]. In short, PBCs ensured the 

portion of randomly placed CNTs that exceeded the thin film boundary would appear on the 

opposite edge of the film, as shown in Figure 2.3. The implementation of PBCs also ensured that 

the predetermined density or number of nanotubes was maintained. Hill et al. [134] explained that 

the characteristics of materials can be represented by an RVE, including sufficient amounts of 

inclusions. Odegard [131] mentioned that an RVE could represent the entire structure of the 

material in a statistical sense. In fact, RVE was widely employed for simulating the mechanical 

properties of composite materials [131-134]. The generated model shown in Figure 2.2 utilized 

PBCs. It should be mentioned that the models employed in this study were assumed to be 

representative of a randomly selected location of a bulk film. Therefore, its electrical and 

electromechanical properties would also be statistically representative of the entire system [113]. 

 
Figure 2.2. CNTs were randomly distributed in the representative 2D unit area model (1×1 
µm2) with a prescribed nanotube length (LCNT = 0.16 µm), nanotube concentration (N = 600), 
and the use of PBCs. 
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 Electrical Property Simulations 

Upon generating the nanotubes in the model, junction locations were identified. A junction 

was defined as the location where nanotubes intersected one another. A soft-core model was 

considered such that CNT elements could penetrate one another [121, 135]. In doing so, 

intersecting nanotubes that formed junctions remained within the same 2D plane. On the other 

hand, since the nanotubes employed in this work were straight, they could also be expressed as 

linear equations. Therefore, the locations of junctions were located by simply solving sets of linear 

equations, and the results were stored in a junction matrix. Junction locations and corresponding 

segment numbers were stored in a matrix. 

In addition to being linear elements, each CNT was considered as a resistive element. 

Therefore, after the junction locations were identified, the equation used for calculating a 

nanotube’s resistance (R) between junctions was defined as shown in Equation 2.3 [117, 136]: 

  (2.3) 

where Ri is the theoretical intrinsic resistance of a ballistic SWCNT with an approximate value of 

6.5 kW, ROhmic is Ohmic resistance, and Rjct is junction resistance. Ohmic resistance (ROhmic) is 

caused by carrier scattering due to defects, impurities, and phonons and is defined in Equation 2.4 

[137]:  

R = Ri + Rjct + ROhmic

 
Figure 2.3. PBCs were implemented in this study by cutting the nanotubes that exceeded the 
model boundary and then transferring them to the opposite edge. 
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  (2.4) 

where h is Plank’s constant, e is the electron charge, l is an electron’s mean free path length (which 

is assumed to be 1 µm), and Ln is the conductor length (which is the length of the CNT between 

two junctions). Junction resistance (Rjct) depends on the electrical properties of SWCNTs (i.e., 

metallic or semiconducting depending on its chirality [4]) that comprise the junction [138]. Despite 

these complexities, this study assumed that all CNTs were metallic to be consistent with the use 

of MWCNTs in the aforementioned experiments, and only metallic-metallic junctions (Rjct = 98 

kW) existed  [116, 117, 139].  

Then, each nanotube’s resistance was incorporated to determine the resistance of the entire 

CNT-network by formulating a conductance matrix for analyzing the thin film’s electrical 

properties. The reciprocal of CNT resistance, which is conductance, was used to construct the 

conductance matrix, [G]: 

  (2.5) 

where the diagonals (gii) are the summation of the conductance values connected to junction i, and 

the non-diagonal terms (gij) are the negative of the summation of the conductance values between 

junctions i and j. [G] is a square matrix of order n, which is equal to the total number of junctions. 

Then, for the models investigated in this study, it was assumed that the electrodes were located on 

the top and bottom edges of the thin film model shown in Figure 2.2. A potential difference of 10 

V was applied across the electrodes to excite the system. 
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Using [G] and the applied voltage, Kirchhoff’s current law and the conductance version of 

Ohm’s law were then used to determine the resistance of the entire CNT-network. Kirchhoff’s 

current law states that the summation of electrical current, both input and output, at each node (or 

at any point) is equal to zero. The conductance version of Ohm’s law expresses the conventional 

Ohm’s law using conductance in lieu of its reciprocal or resistance. Thus, the entire resistance 

network can be expressed using Kirchhoff’s current law in terms of conductance (Equation 2.6) 

[117, 137].   

  (2.6) 

where {c} is the equivalent current vector and {v} is the nodal voltage vector. The nodal voltage 

vector was then solved with [G] and {c}. With these results, the total current was calculated using 

nodal voltage and the resistive nanotube elements connected to the drain (0 V). Finally, the 

resistance of the entire nanotube network was evaluated using the total current and the applied 

voltage.  

 Electromechanical Response Simulation 

In addition, deformations were also applied to the thin film model for evaluating its 

electromechanical or strain sensing properties. To be specific, uniaxial tensile and compressive 

strains to ±0.01 (in 0.0025 increments) were applied in the direction of the y-axis (Figure 2.2), and 

the electrical properties at each strain state were calculated. The model was assumed to be 

homogeneous and isotropic, and the strain was applied uniformly to the entire film. This 

assumption greatly simplified computations by neglecting the CNT-matrix interfaces, especially 

since it has been shown from finite element models that stress concentrations would exist at the 

terminating ends of each tube [140]. Regardless, the coordinates of each strained CNT were then 

updated. The electrical resistance of the strained CNT-network was subsequently calculated 

[G]{v}={c}
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following the aforementioned procedure. In essence, the application of strain deformed each 

nanotube and altered its orientation. The coordinate of each deformed nanotube was then updated 

accordingly using Equations 2.7 and 2.8:  

  (2.7) 

  (2.8) 

where x and y are the initial coordinates, x’ and y’ are the updated coordinates, and n is Poisson’s 

ratio. The coordinate (0.5W, 0) was fixed, and the remainder of the film deformed accordingly and 

relative to this point. The Poisson’s ratio of the nanocomposite was assumed to be that of typical 

polymers (i.e., 0.34), even though an exact type of polymer matrix was neither specified nor 

modeled. Upon doing so, the resistance of the entire CNT network was calculated following the 

same procedure outlined in the previous section and before the model was subjected to a different 

magnitude of applied strain. It should be mentioned that only models whose CNT concentrations 

or densities that exceeded the percolation threshold were considered. The model’s resistance was 

then correlated to different magnitudes of applied tensile and compressive strains for studying its 

electromechanical properties. 

As mentioned before, an objective of this chapter was to quantify the effects of different 

CNT gage factors or strain sensitivities (SCNT). In general, the definition of strain sensitivity (S) or 

gage factor is as follows: 

  (2.9) 

where R0 is the initial unstrained resistance, DR is the change in resistance between the strained 

and unstrained states, and De is the change in applied strain. It is known that materials such as 

copper and aluminum are characterized by S = 2.2 and 2.5, respectively [88]. In contrast, CNTs 

x ' = x − vε(x −W
2
)

y ' = y(1+ ε )

S =
ΔR / R0
Δε
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exhibit significantly higher gage factors as compared to conventional materials. Cao et al. [141] 

experimentally measured the intrinsic strain sensitivities of nanotubes and showed three different 

strain sensitivities of nanotubes (i.e., SCNT = 60, 150, and 1,000). In this work, the numerical model 

assumed three different nanotube strain sensitivities (i.e., SCNT = 1, 60, and 150). These strain 

sensitivity assumptions affected the Ohmic resistance of each CNT, as was described in Equation 

2.4. When SCNT = 1 which was the control case, the nanotube’s Ohmic resistance would only 

depend on its length, which is directly related to the level of applied strain. 

 Results and Discussions 

 Nominal Electrical Properties  

The percolation behavior of the proposed CNT-based model was evaluated using 

percolation probabilities. Percolation probability is defined as the probability that the CNT-based 

nanocomposite would possess at least one conductive path between the source and drain 

electrodes, thereby enabling it to conduct electrical current from one end of the film to the other. 

Percolation probability (P) can be calculated using Equation 2.10 [115]: 

  (2.10) 

where nt is the total number of simulations, and np is the number of cases in which the model is 

electrically conductive. In this study, three different CNT lengths were considered (LCNT = 0.14, 

0.16, and 0.18 µm); it should be clarified that each simulation only considered one specific length. 

In addition, for each prescribed nanotube density case (i.e., N nanotubes defined in the given model 

P =
np
nt
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space), 100 simulations were conducted (nt = 100). Nanotubes were randomly deposited in a 1×1 

μm2 area. The EPT was then defined as the density of nanotubes when the CNT-based 

nanocomposite experienced dramatic increases in conductance and corresponded to 50% 

percolation probability [115]. 

The percolation simulation results are shown in Figure 2.4. It can be observed that, as LCNT 

increased, the number of nanotubes (or N) required for creating an electrically conductive model 

decreased; fewer number of CNTs were also needed to attain EPT. Specifically, when the length 

of nanotubes increased from 0.14 to 0.18 µm, the number of nanotubes corresponding to EPT 

decreased from 290 to 180, respectively. Similarly, to reach a percolation probability of 100%, N 

decreased from 400 to 250. This result was expected, since the length of CNTs was equivalent to 

the length of the electrical conductor, and longer nanotubes had greater probabilities of intersecting 

another nanotube to create at least one conductive pathway that spanned from the source to the 

drain. These results were also consistent with other experimental and numerical investigations 

 
Figure 2.4. The percolation characteristics of 1×1 µm2 CNT-based nanocomposite models 
were evaluated as a function of nanotube concentration. Three different nanotube lengths 
(LCNT = 0.14, 0.16, and 0.18 µm) were considered. 
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reported [115, 124]. In addition, the percolation probability results shown in Figure 2.4 were used 

for guiding the electrical and electromechanical simulations, as will be presented next; in these 

cases, only percolated thin film models that were electrically conductive were of interest. 

A percolated CNT-based thin film model would be characterized by certain electrical 

properties, namely resistivity and conductivity. Various parameters such as nanotube length, 

density, aspect ratio, fabrication method, and the polymer matrix could influence the electrical 

properties of nanocomposites [117, 142]. Despite the plethora of different parameters, this study 

considered two, specifically CNT length (where LCNT = 0.14, 0.16, and 0.18 µm as mentioned 

earlier) and nanotube density (where N = 300 to 800, in 100 increments). Figure 2.5 summarizes 

the results after running numerous simulations (i.e., 20 for each unique case) corresponding to 

different CNT lengths and densities. It can be seen from Figure 2.5 that the resistance of the model 

decreased with the incorporation of longer nanotubes and with a denser nanotube network. These 

results were expected, because first, longer nanotubes had greater likelihood of intersecting with 

other nanotubes to create larger numbers of conductive pathways for a given CNT density. 

 
Figure 2.5. The nominal unstrained resistances of 1×1 µm2 CNT-based nanocomposite 
models were evaluated with different nanotube lengths (LCNT = 0.14, 0.16, and 0.18 µm) and 
concentrations (N). 
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Similarly, by increasing the number of nanotubes within the same 2D area, more conductive 

pathways could also be formed, thereby increasing electrical conductivity (or decreasing 

resistivity). It should be noted that, as LCNT and N continued to increase, the bulk film resistance 

began to plateau due to saturation of the number of electrical conductive pathways (Figure 2.5).  

 Electromechanical Response 

As mentioned earlier, the electromechanical properties of the thin film model were also 

investigated by calculating how the models’ electrical properties varied with different magnitudes 

of applied strains. To investigate more realistic thin film models that were comparable to ones used 

for strain sensing applications, CNTs were deposited within a 0.5×5 μm2 space, and PBCs were 

employed again. In addition, CNTs were assigned with three different intrinsic nanotube strain 

sensitivities, namely SCNT = 1, 60, and 150. Finally, the thin film model was subjected to uniaxial 

tensile-compressive cyclic strains to ±1% (in 0.025% increments), and its electrical resistance was 

calculated at every strain step. It should be noted that the model aimed to simulate a representative 

element of an actual thin film rather than the entire film subjected to electromechanical testing. 

Figure 2.6a shows a representative set of results corresponding to the case of a thin film 

model (with SCNT = 150, LCNT = 0.28 μm, and N = 700) subjected to cyclic loading. Figure 2.6a 

shows the applied one-cycle load pattern to ±1%. Furthermore, the normalized change in resistance 

of the film (Rnorm) was overlaid in Figure 2.6a, and Rnorm was calculated by: 

  (2.11) 

where R0 is the initial unstrained or nominal resistance, and DR is the change in resistance between 

the strained and unstrained states. The fact that the model’s electrical resistance changed in 

response to strain confirmed the electromechanical properties observed by many other research 

Rnorm =
ΔR
R0
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groups. Figure 2.6b plots the normalized change in resistance as a function of applied strains. From 

Figure 2.6b, one could conclude that the normalized change in resistance varied linearly when the 

film was strained in both tension and compression. A linear least-squares regression line was also 

fit to the normalized change in resistance data shown in Figure 2.6b to demonstrate the model’s 

strong linearity. The strain sensitivity of each thin film specimen can then be estimated from the 

slope of the linear least-squares regression line. It should be noted that many other CNT-based thin 

film models also exhibited such linearity. Similar electromechanical properties were also observed 

in numerous other experimental studies [91, 96, 143, 144].  

Despite the similarities, the model employed in this study only investigated a small 

representative element of what was typically tested in the aforementioned experimental studies 

and not the entire film. In addition, the conditions of the model were specific to films under 

perfectly uniform, uniaxial, tensile-compressive cyclic loading. In experiments, such ideal 

conditions may not exist, so comparison of numerical and experimental results needs to be 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 2.6. (a) The CNT-based nanocomposite model (0.5×5 µm2) exhibited linear 
piezoresistivity when subjected to a one-cycle tensile-compressive strain pattern to ±1%. The 
model assumed that SCNT =150, LCNT = 0.28 µm, and N = 700. (b) The corresponding film’s 
normalized change in resistance was plotted as a function of strain, and the strain sensitivity 
of this model was 0.28. 
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performed with caution. This is particularly true for freestanding films subjected to tensile tests 

where non-uniform stress distributions could occur near its boundaries. However, such effects can 

be negligible if the specimen tested is large enough such that the majority of the film is subjected 

to uniaxial loading. In this case, the model results can serve as a good comparison. 

Upon executing all the different numerical simulations that employed different numbers of 

nanotubes, lengths, and intrinsic strain sensitivities, the results are summarized in Figure 2.7. The 

lowest nanotube concentration (i.e., N = 330) for the thin film strain sensitivity simulation was 

chosen based on percolation probability results in which percolation probability was ~50%. Here, 

each data point corresponds to the average strain sensitivity determined from 20 simulations; the 

only exception was those cases in which the films were near the percolation threshold, and 40 

simulations were conducted. From Figure 2.7, it can be observed that, when SCNT = 1, the strain 

sensitivity of the bulk film was very low and decreased marginally as CNT density or N was 

 
Figure 2.7. The strain sensitivities of 0.5×5 µm2 CNT-based thin film models with three 
different intrinsic CNT gage factors (SCNT = 1, 60, and 150) and different nanotube 
concentrations were determined. The average strain sensitivities and corresponding error bars 
(i.e., standard error of the mean) are shown. 
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increased. On the other hand, clear trends could be identified for the other two cases when SCNT = 

60 or 150. As N was increased from 330 to 800, bulk film strain sensitivity decreased. It should be 

noted that with higher CNT gage factors (i.e., SCNT = 150), bulk film strain sensitivity was also 

higher as compared to films with the same CNT concentration but with a lower intrinsic CNT gage 

factor. When CNT strain sensitivity was 1, the film’s resistance response only depended on 

changes in nanotube lengths. On the other hand, with larger SCNT, resistance changes were 

amplified to result in high bulk film strain sensitivities, which were consistent with other 

experimental and numerical studies [98, 124, 145]. However, regardless of SCNT, the same trends 

existed in which strain sensitivity decreased with increasing CNT density. 

This study also investigated how bulk film strain sensitivities varied near percolation and 

when even longer nanotubes were incorporated. Similar to previous cases, CNTs were deposited 

within a 0.5×5 μm2 space. On the other hand, the length of nanotubes was varied as follows, where 

LCNT = 0.213 to 0.53 µm for N = 500, and LCNT = 0.195 to 0.4 µm for N = 600. Numerical 

simulations of films subjected to tensile-compressive loading were conducted, and the strain 

sensitivities corresponding to the different cases were calculated as before. It should be noted that 

the shortest CNT length was also decided based on percolation probability results; specifically, the 

shortest nanotube length corresponded to the case that yielded only 50% percolation probability. 

Here, a total of 20 simulations were performed for each CNT density case, except 30 simulations 

were conducted near the percolation threshold.  

The strain sensitivity results are shown in Figure 2.8. Similar to the results shown in Figure 

2.7, strain sensitivity decreased as nanotube length increased. The major difference observed in 

this case, however, was strain sensitivity near percolation. Here, the trend near percolation was 

inconsistent, where it appeared that strain sensitivity peaked not when percolation probability was 

50% but at higher values (i.e., still close to percolation). It should be noted that inconsistent strain 
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sensitivity near the percolation threshold was clearer for strain sensitivity results as a function of 

nanotube lengths (Figure 2.8) than that of nanotube concentration (Figure 2.7). A possible 

explanation could be due to the inherent randomness of the model, where the electrical and 

electromechanical properties were affected by how CNTs were distributed in the film. As a result, 

models close to percolation (i.e., with low CNT densities) would be sensitive to special cases that 

could occur. Amini et al. [124] demonstrated through numerical modeling that, when the 

concentration of MWCNTs was near the percolation threshold, the electrical properties deviated 

more than that of higher MWCNTs concentrations. One could infer that higher strain sensitivities 

could be acquired near the percolation threshold, but the repeatability would be lower as compared 

to relatively higher nanotube concentrations [124]. 

 
Figure 2.8. The average bulk film strain sensitivities were estimated as a function of nanotube 
length. Two different nanotube concentration cases (i.e., N = 500 and 600) were considered, 
and their corresponding error bars (i.e., standard error of the mean) are also plotted. 
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 Summary 

In this study, 2D percolation-based computational models were developed to investigate 

the electrical and electromechanical properties of CNT-based nanocomposites. First, straight 

nanotubes were randomly distributed in a 2D representative area of a thin film. Then, CNT junction 

locations were found by solving sets of linear equations that defined the position and orientation 

of each nanotube. With the nanotube resistor network defined and the location of junctions known, 

the electrical resistance of the entire model was then calculated using Kirchhoff’s current law and 

the conductance version of Ohm’s law. The numerical model was then subjected to uniaxial 

tensile-compressive cyclic strains in an effort to study the electromechanical responses of the 

nanocomposite system. In particular, the objective was to characterize how the electrical properties 

of the thin film model would vary depending on different CNT lengths, densities, and intrinsic 

CNT piezoresistivity considered.  

First, the numerical model was used for investigating percolation properties. It was found 

that the electrical percolation threshold decreased with the incorporation of longer nanotubes, since 

longer CNTs possessed a greater probability of intersecting with another longer tube in its vicinity. 

Second, the unstrained or nominal electrical resistance of nanocomposites with different CNT 

lengths and densities were determined. The results showed that electrical resistance decreased with 

the incorporation of longer nanotubes and at higher nanotube concentrations, both of which were 

expected. Finally, the thin film’s electromechanical or strain-sensitive properties were also studied. 

It was found that the bulk film’s resistance increased with increasingly applied tensile strains, and 

the opposite was also true (i.e., the resistance decreased with greater compression). The results 

also showed that strain sensitivity decreased with increasing CNT lengths, regardless of their 

intrinsic gage factor used. However, this trend was not true when the film was close to the 

percolation threshold.  
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Chapter 2, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Journal of Material Science, 

Bo Mi Lee; Kenneth J. Loh, 2015. The dissertation author was the primary researcher and author 

of this paper. 
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Thin Film Strain Sensor Models 

Assembled using Experimentally 

Extracted Features 

 

 Introduction 

To date, many researchers have sought to take advantage of micro- or nano-scale images 

obtained by SEM, TEM, and AFM to characterize CNT-based thin films. For example, Dharap et 

al. [91] and Loh et al. [96] employed SEM for investigating the quality of nanotube dispersion in 

thin films. The CNTs’ physical properties (i.e., nanotube length and diameter) can then be 

estimated from these SEM images, but the challenge is that they form complex 3D networks, and 

it is often difficult to identify the start- and end-points of individual nanotubes.  

Gommes et al. [146] used TEM images of MWCNTs to measure their inner and outer radii. 

It was shown that annealing at 2,500 °C decreased MWCNT lengths. Tenent et al. [147] dispersed 

SWCNTs in a sodium carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC) aqueous solution and varied sonication 

times (i.e., 10 and 60 min). Diluted SWCNT-CMC solution was spin-coated to form SWCNT-
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CMC thin films on silicon. Then, the lengths of 300 SWCNTs in the thin films were measured 

using AFM and Gwyddion software. The results showed that SWCNTs subjected to 60 min of 

sonication (which yielded a mean length of 0.55 µm) were significantly shorter than those treated 

with 10 min of sonication (where mean SWCNT length was 1.32 µm). Instead of focusing on 

individual CNTs, Timmermans et al. [148] characterized the morphology of SWCNT-networks 

fabricated using four different techniques, namely electrostatic precipitation, thermal precipitation, 

press transfer from a filter, and dissolving the filter. The SEM images clearly showed different 

morphological features of SWCNT-networks depending on the particular fabrication method 

employed. These experimental studies revealed that the physical features of CNTs (i.e., CNT 

length, diameter, and dispersed geometry of CNT network) were varied depending on the types of 

CNTs, sonication times, fabrication methods, annealing temperature, and so on. 

In the previous Chapter, the morphological features of CNT-based nanocomposites were 

somewhat simplified, where CNTs were assumed to be straight and of uniform length. Therefore, 

the objective of this Chapter was to derive a 2D CNT-based thin film model that could adequately 

describe the electrical and electromechanical properties of a specific type of CNT-based 

nanocomposite thin film. Instead of making arbitrary assumptions, CNTs’ physical properties, as-

dispersed and deposited shapes, and statistical distributions of CNT lengths, were obtained from 

direct experimental measurements and then incorporated in the percolation-based model. This 

Chapter starts with a discussion about the fabrication of ultra-low-concentration MWCNT-PSS 

thin films. Then, AFM images of MWCNT-PSS thin films were obtained to resolve the individual 

nanotubes deposited. Image analysis and processing were employed to characterize CNT length 

distributions and their preferential deposited geometric shapes. These results were incorporated in 

the 2D numerical model, and their electrical and strain sensing properties were subsequently 

computed and evaluated.  
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 Carbon Nanotube Characterization 

 Materials 

MWCNTs were purchased from SouthWest NanoTechnologies with a reported median 

outer diameter of 10 nm, median length of 3.0 µm, and purity >99%. PSS (MW ≈ 1,000,000) was 

acquired from Sigma-Aldrich. 

 AFM Sample Preparation 

MWCNT-PSS thin films were prepared for AFM characterization so as to investigate the 

morphology and physical characteristics of dispersed and as-deposited MWCNTs. MWCNT-PSS 

thin film assembly started with the preparation of 1 wt.% PSS aqueous solution. PSS powder was 

dissolved in deionized (DI) water by 60 min of bath ultrasonication (135 W, 42 kHz). Then, 1 

mg/mL of MWCNTs was dispersed in 1 wt.% PSS solution. Uniform dispersion was achieved by 

subjecting the MWCNT-PSS mixture to 180 min of bath ultrasonication and 60 min of high-energy 

probe sonication (3 mm tip, 150 W, 22 kHz) [96]. The 1 mg/mL MWCNT-PSS solution was 

diluted with DI water to create ultra-low-concentration MWCNT-PSS solutions (i.e., 1 µg/mL). 

The rationale for preparing 1 µg/mL MWCNT-PSS solutions was so that AFM imaging could 

resolve the physical properties of individual nanotubes as opposed to imaging a percolated network 

(which would then be difficult to characterize the properties of individual nanotubes).  

The 1 µg/mL MWCNT-PSS dispersion was then used as is for preparing thin film samples 

for AFM imaging. Here, a silicon substrate was used. Prior to film deposition, silicon wafers were 

treated with piranha solution (H2SO4:H2O2 = 17:9) for 30 min to remove organic residues on the 

wafer surface and to enhance hydrophilicity. The cleaned silicon wafer was cleaved to obtain 

smaller chips (~7×7 mm2) using a diamond scribe. A small drop of diluted MWCNT-PSS solution 
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was pipetted onto the substrate and left to air-dry in a fume hood for 12 h to form the final ultra-

low-concentration thin film (Figure 3.1). 

 Image Analysis Procedure 

As mentioned before, a primary focus of this work was not just to assume the physical 

parameters and dispersed shapes of CNTs when generating the numerical model but, instead, to 

integrate actual experimental measurements of nanotube properties (i.e., dispersed shapes of CNTs 

and their lengths) with appropriate uncertainty quantification (i.e., CNT length distribution). In 

this study, an Asylum MFP-3D AFM was employed to analyze the surface topography of 

MWCNT-PSS thin films deposited on silicon substrates. AFM was performed in tapping mode 

using a silicon cantilever (FMV-A, Bruker) with aluminum coating on the back and a spring 

constant of ~1.80 N/m. AFM imaging was initially conducted using a coarse scan size of 20 µm, 

and then the location of the target MWCNT was set as the next scan position to capture 5×5 µm2 

images.  

Some representative AFM images are shown in Figure 3.2. Both amplitude (Figure 3.2a) 

and height images (Figures 3.2b–e) clearly showed that MWCNTs were embedded in the PSS 

matrix. As mentioned earlier, the specimen was assembled in a manner to deposit individual 

MWCNTs (i.e., non-percolated) with very low concentrations of PSS. The drying process does not 

 
Figure 3.1. A small drop of 1 µg/ml MWCNT-PSS solution was pipetted onto a silicon 
substrate (~7×7 mm2) and air-dried for AFM imaging. 
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form a continuous thin film but rather localized regions with individual MWCNTs deposited on 

the silicon wafer. Since AFM imaging was performed on individual MWCNTs, the heights 

reported Figures 3.2b–e sufficiently characterized the physical properties of MWCNTs, as opposed 

to the PSS matrix. In addition, AFM imaging revealed the presence of ultra-short MWCNTs (i.e., 

of a few nanometers). These MWCNTs were thought to be cut during high-energy tip sonication 

[147]; these were ignored during the characterization process, since they were unlikely to help 

form a percolated network even when high concentrations of nanotubes are used for thin film 

fabrication. One particular important finding here is that, unlike many CNT-based numerical 

models that assumed CNTs to be straight [121, 122, 149], the AFM images revealed a variety of 

shapes when they are deposited experimentally.  

 

  
(b) (c) 

  
(a) (d) (e) 

Figure 3.2. (a) The AFM amplitude image describes the surface topography of the MWCNT-
PSS thin film. (b)-(e) AFM height images show various geometrical shapes of as-deposited 
MWCNTs. All scale bars represent 500 nm. 
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 Image Analysis Results 

MWCNT length measurements were obtained from AFM height images. The images were 

processed and analyzed using ImageJ, an image processing software. The image analysis 

procedure and intermediate steps are illustrated in Figure 3.3. First, an AFM image (RGB image) 

was imported to ImageJ. The correct scale of the image was defined using the scale bar in the 

AFM image. Then, a region of interest in which an MWCNT was located was selected (Figure 

3.3a). Second, the RGB image was converted into a gray-scale image (8-bit). Then, the resulting 

gray-scale image shown in Figure 3.3b was enhanced by applying built-in commands (i.e., 

sharpening, smoothing, median filter, and fast Fourier transform filter, among others) and 

converted into a binary black and white image (Figure 3.3c). Finally, the edges that sum to obtain 

each MWCNT’s perimeter were identified and measured. Since the aspect ratio of each MWCNT 

is high, its length was estimated as half of the total perimeter (i.e., the diameter of the MWCNT 

was assumed to be negligible).  

To verify ImageJ length estimation, an MWCNT length was measured using a customized 

MATLAB program and then compared as follows. Similar to ImageJ analysis, an AFM image 

(RGB) was imported into MATLAB and converted into gray-scale. A target MWCNT was 

    
(a) (b) (c) (d) 

Figure 3.3. The length of an MWCNT was estimated following four steps: (a) select the region 
of interest in the AFM image (RGB image); (b) convert the RGB image into a gray-scale 
image; (c) convert gray-scale image into a binary image; and (d) measure the perimeter or 
length of the MWCNT. 
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identified and divided into linear segments. The “measure distance” tool was used to measure the 

pixel distance of each linear segment in the image. Using the tool, the distance of the scale bar was 

measured for calibration. The measured segments were then added and converted to its physical 

length (in µm) using the ratio of the real distance of scale bar to pixel distance. The results are 

summarized in Table 3.1. It can be seen that the measured length using this linear segment method 

was comparable to that obtained from ImageJ (i.e., herein referred to as the perimeter method). 

However, the length measured by the linear segment method was smaller than the perimeter 

method. One possible reason can be the fact that the perimeter method did not exclude the diameter 

of MWCNTs. In addition, results from linear segment estimation depend on the number of 

segments used for characterizing each MWCNT, where estimated length would increase with more 

linear segments used (i.e., due to the fact that the MWCNT is curved). Overall, the perimeter 

method with ImageJ was successfully validated and was used for the remainder of this study. 

In total, the lengths of 20 MWCNTs were measured, which yielded an average length of 

1.904 µm and a standard deviation of 0.506 µm. Figure 3.4 shows the distribution of MWCNT 

lengths. In addition, a Gaussian distribution was fitted to the raw data, and one can find that fitting 

was adequate. It should be noted that the mean MWCNT length measured by image analysis was 

shorter than that reported by the manufacturer, which is 3 µm. A possible reason for this 

Table 3.1. An MWCNT’s length was measured using two methods and compared. 

 
Linear segment method (MATLAB) 

Perimeter method 

(ImageJ) 

Number of segments Estimated length (µm) Estimated length (µm) 

MWCNT 1 
7 1.488 

1.623 
14 1.590 

MWCNT 2 
15 2.557 

2.734 
20 2.581 
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discrepancy is that MWCNTs were cut and shortened during sonication, as was reported in other 

studies [147]. 

 Numerical Modeling 

 CNT Thin Film Model 

This work builds on the foundation established in a previous chapter, in which 2D 

percolation-based models were derived assuming that straight CNTs with a uniform length. Here, 

the uncertainties of as-deposited MWCNT lengths (i.e., mean and standard deviation of MWCNT 

lengths) were incorporated when defining the numerical model. In addition, the model proposed 

herein also accounts for the different shapes of dispersed MWCNTs.  

First, nanotube density (the number of CNTs or N) and the dimensions of the film (i.e., 

length, L, and width, W) were defined. This work defined film size as 60×10 µm2, and this 

geometry or aspect ratio was selected so as to be consistent with actual specimen aspect ratios that 

 
Figure 3.4. The histogram plots the distribution of different CNT lengths measured, and a 
Gaussian distribution was fitted to the raw data to obtain its average length of 1.904 µm and 
standard deviation of 0.506 µm. 
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were experimentally tested [149]. Second, using the results from Section 3.2.4, the model assumed 

that CNT lengths (LCNT) followed a Gaussian distribution identical to that obtained from image 

analysis, where the lengths of N CNTs were then generated using the “normrnd” function in 

MATLAB. Third, with each CNT length generated, CNTs of various shapes were randomly 

dispersed and deposited in the model space. Since AFM imaging of MWCNT-PSS thin films 

revealed that nanotubes can possess a wide variety of shapes, such as being nearly straight (Figure 

3.2b), kinked (Figure 3.2c), and rounded (Figure 3.2d), this work assumed three predominant 

shapes during modeling, as is shown in Figure 3.5. The three different CNT shapes are: straight 

(CNT 1); two linear segments to form a kink with three nodes (CNT 2); and three linear segments 

with four nodes to form a rounded or a sinusoidal geometry (CNT 3). For simplicity, each linear 

segment was assumed to possess the same length. For example, CNT 2 and CNT 3 each had a 

segment length of LCNT/2 and LCNT/3, respectively. In addition, the angle at each node and between 

 
Figure 3.5. A representative 2D CNT-based thin film model (N = 1,400) was generated by 
randomly dispersing three types of CNTs (CNT 1, 2, and 3) within a 10×60 µm2 area. 
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adjacent segments were randomly generated to be between 0° and 179°; here, 179° was used as 

the upper-limit to prevent overlap of segments in the same CNT, and this was consistent with 

observations from AFM imaging.  

To randomly locate CNTs in the 2D model space, the first end-point of a CNT, (x1, y1), 

was generated using MATLAB’s random number generator and positioned to be within the film 

dimensions. The positions of other nodes (i) were determined using the segment length and angles 

(qi-1): 

  (3.1) 

  (3.2) 

where i is the nodal number (ranges from 1 to 4 depending on the type of CNT defined). Similar 

to the previous chapter, PBCs were implemented.  

In total, five different models were generated to investigate how the morphology of the 

dispersed CNT-network affected bulk film electrical and strain sensing properties. The first model 

(Model #1), which was the control case, included only 1D straight CNTs (CNT 1). The second, or 

Model #2, consisted of only CNTs with two segments (CNT 2). Model #3 included only CNTs 

with three segments (CNT 3). Then, Model #4 and Model #5 were composed of different types of 

CNTs; Model #4 was composed of CNT 1 and CNT 2, while Model #5 consisted of all three 

different CNTs (CNT 1, 2, and 3). A representative Model #5 with N = 1,400 is shown in Figure 

3.5.  

 Electrical and Electromechanical Properties  

Upon generating the five different thin film models, their electrical and electromechanical 

properties were simulated and characterized. The electrical and electromechanical simulation 

xi = xi−1 +
LCNT
i −1

cos(θ i−1)

yi = yi−1 +
LCNT
i −1

sin(θ i−1)
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procedures followed the similar steps mentioned in Chapter 2. However, the difference between 

straight CNT-networks in Chapter 2 and Model #2 to #5 in this chapter was that the straight CNT-

network had only one conducting component between two junctions (i and j) while other CNT-

networks had more than one conducting component between two junctions. The intrinsic strain 

sensitivity for metallic nanotubes (SCNT = 60) was incorporated in the model [141]. 

 Results and Discussion 

 Nominal Electrical Properties 

CNT thin film percolation-based models were formulated according to the steps discussed 

in Section 3.3, and the nominal or unstrained electrical resistance of five different models were 

calculated. However, before characterizing the nominal electrical properties of the CNT-network 

model, each model’s percolation threshold was evaluated. The percolation thresholds for Models 

#1, #2, #3, #4, and #5 were identified as N = 1,140, 1,325, 1,440, 1,230, and 1,322, respectively. 

The percolation threshold was used as the minimum number of nanotubes needed to obtain 

a percolated system so that electrical current could propagate through the film, so that the model’s 

electrical resistance could be computed. Therefore, for this study, the mininum CNT density used 

was N = 1,400, and density was varied for N = 1,400, 1,800, and 2,400. CNT density was altered 

so as to model the incorporation of different carbon nanotube weight fractions or concentrations 

in the films. The results are summarized in Figure 3.6. Here, 20 simulations were conducted for 

each CNT concentration. Similar to Chapter 2, it can be observed that all five models showed a 

decrease in electrical resistance with higher CNT densities, which is consistent with percolation 

theory. 

Although all models possessed identical CNT length distributions (i.e., same average CNT 

length and standard deviation of CNT lengths), the different sets of models were constructed using 
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different CNT shapes, which caused the models to exhibit different nominal electrical resistances. 

In particular, the model that used CNTs represented by three linear segments (Model #3) exhibited 

the highest electrical resistance (lowest conductance), whereas the model with only straight CNTs 

(Model #1) had the lowest electrical resistance. This result directly supports the hypothesis that 

CNT geometry affects bulk film electrical properties. These results were consistent with other 

experimental and numerical investigations [119, 125, 150]. For example, as mentioned in Chapter 

1, Yin et al. [125] utilized two different types of MWCNTs to fabricate two different epoxy-based 

nanocomposites. SEM images revealed that one type of MWCNTs dispersed in the epoxy matrix 

were significantly curved as compared to the other sample set. The result was that films consisting 

of 7 wt.% curved nanotubes yielded a bulk film conductivity of 0.00192 S/m, which is significantly 

lower than the other case (65.8 S/m) with mostly straight nanotubes (i.e., the system with straight 

nanotubes yielded higher electrical conductivity or lower resistance, which is consistent with the 

findings presented in this work). Yi et al. [151] compared the percolation threshold of 2D fibrous 

networks with different geometries of conductive fibers (i.e., rectangle, sinusoidal, and kinked 

 
Figure 3.6. The average nominal (or unstrained) electrical resistances of five different CNT-
based thin film models were simulated along with different CNT densities (N = 1,400, 1,800, 
and 2,400). 
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fibers). The author concluded that the curl ratio significantly affected percolation threshold (i.e., 

percolation threshold increased with higher curl ratio), whereas percolation threshold was not 

affected by fiber geometries (i.e., sinusoid, triangle, and rectangle) of identical curl ratio. Dalmas 

et al. [152] numerically showed that increasing the tortuosity of CNTs in a 3D fibrous network 

increased percolation threshold. Similarly, Berhan et al. [153] demonstrated that the effect of the 

shape of CNTs on percolation threshold increased when its aspect ratio was less than 1,000. Li et 

al. [119] generated 2D CNT-based nanocomposite models that considered two different CNT 

shapes (i.e., straight and curved). It was shown that the model with curved CNTs exhibited lower 

conductivity versus the other with only straight CNTs. A curl ratio was defined as the ratio between 

the CNT length to effective CNT length (i.e., maximum distance between two arbitrary points of 

a CNT). The results showed the model’s electrical conductivity would decrease with higher CNT 

curl ratios, which is also consistent with the findings presented here. 

In this study, a similar effective CNT length was defined [119]. In each thin film model, 

effective lengths of N CNTs were calculated and averaged. Then, the model’s electrical resistance 

was plotted with respect to effective CNT length, as shown in Figure 3.7. For all N cases, Model 

#3 had a shorter effective length than the other four models, while Model #1 yielded the longest 

effective length. In addition, the results showed that effective length was not affected by CNT 

density. For example, the effective length of Model #3 was 1.484, 1.488, and 1.486 µm for N = 

1,400, 1,800, and 2,400, respectively. On the other hand, when the number of CNTs was kept the 

same, the model with shorter effective lengths showed higher resistances. These results confirmed 

that bulk film electrical properties were sensitive to effective CNT lengths. 
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 Strain Sensing Properties 

The electromechanical or strain sensing properties of the CNT-based thin film models were 

also investigated. Figure 3.8 plots the normalized change in resistance (Rnorm) of five representative 

thin film models as a function of applied strains, when N = 1,400. First, all five models exhibited 

an increase in film resistance in tandem with increasingly applied strains. Second, it can be 

observed that Rnorm of all five models exhibited a linear relationship with respect to applied strain. 

On the other hand, the values of Rnorm at the same strain state varied depending on different thin 

film models. For instance, when applied strain was 0.01, the model based on only straight CNTs 

(Model #1) had a larger Rnorm value (1.145×10-2) than the other four cases (1.051×10-2, 0.970×10-

2, 1.076×10-2, and 1.048×10-2 for Models #2, #3, #4, and #5, respectively).  

 
Figure 3.7. The unstrained resistances of different thin film models were plotted as a function 
of effective CNT lengths. Three different CNT densities (N = 1,400, 1,800, and 2,400) were 
considered. 
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Strain sensitivity or gage factor of the bulk film was obtained from the slope of the linear 

least-squares regression line fitted to each dataset shown in Figure 3.8. Similar to Section 3.4.1, 

CNT density was also varied (N = 1,400, 1,800, and 2,400), and the strain sensitivity results are 

summarized in Figure 3.9. Each data point corresponds to the average of 20 strain sensitivity 

simulations. A general trend was that, as the number of CNTs increased, strain sensitivity 

decreased, which was consistent with previous works and other experimental and numerical 

studies [98, 121]. In particular, it can be seen in Figure 3.9 that Model #1 with straight CNTs 

exhibited the highest strain sensitivities among the cases investigated. Model #2 and Model #5 

showed similar strain sensitivities. For example, when N = 2,400, the average strain sensitivities 

of Model #2 and Model #5 were 0.923 and 0.925, respectively. On the other hand, strain 

sensitivities of Model #3 were the smallest of the five. These results suggest that a highly 

simplified CNT-based thin film model assuming that all CNTs are straight would tend to 

 
Figure 3.8. The normalized change in resistance was plotted as a function of applied strain. 
All five different types of CNT-based thin film models exhibited linear piezoresistivity. 
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overestimate strain sensitivity (i.e., within the framework of the assumptions presented in this 

numerical simulations study). Nevertheless, a more general conclusion is that the geometric shapes 

of CNTs is an important parameter that governs bulk film electrical and electromechanical 

properties and should be considered. 

 Experimental Validation 

To validate the 2D CNT-based thin film model, MWCNT-PSS thin films were fabricated 

using a vacuum filtration method [91]. First, 0.75 mg/mL MWCNT-PSS solution was prepared 

following the procedures mentioned in section 3.2.2. The solution was then vacuum-filtered using 

a polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) membrane filter. Upon filtration and air-drying, the thin film 

was cut to form smaller (~4×33 mm2) specimens. Then, two single-strand wires were affixed at 

opposite ends of the film, using silver paste, to form the electrodes. After drying the silver paste 

 
Figure 3.9. Strain sensitivities of 10×60 µm2 CNT-based thin film models (with standard 
error of the mean plotted as error bars) were evaluated as a function of CNT density or N. 
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for ~4 h in air, the nominal electrical resistance of the specimen was measured using a Keysight 

34461A digital multimeter.  

It should be mentioned that the films tested in these experiments were different than those 

used for AFM characterization. In these experiments, MWCNT-PSS thin films were electrically 

percolated (i.e., conductive) and were characterized by an average nominal (unstrained) resistance 

of 42.98 W. The objective here was to study their bulk film electrical properties, as opposed to 

trying to identify individual nanotube physical properties. Then, the films were mounted in a Test 

Resources 150R load frame and subjected to monotonic uniaxial tensile tests. Tensile strains up to 

2,500 µe were applied at a load rate of 5,000 µe/min. Figure 3.10 shows a representative result in 

which the normalized change in resistance of the thin film is plotted as a function of applied strains. 

It can be observed that, similar to the 2D numerical modeling results (Figure 3.8), the experiments 

revealed that MWCNT-PSS thin films also exhibited linear strain sensing properties. 

 

Figure 3.10. A 0.75 mg/mL MWCNT-PSS thin film was subjected to uniaxial tensile strains 
to 2,500 µe. 
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 Summary 

In this chapter, 2D CNT-based thin film models were derived using AFM measurements 

of the physical properties of as-deposited MWCNTs. First, ultra-low-concentration MWCNT-PSS 

thin films were assembled by drying dispersed solutions on silicon substrates. Second, AFM 

images of these MWCNT-PSS thin films were obtained. The AFM images were processed to 

estimate the lengths of individual MWCNTs. It was found that the average length of 20 MWCNTs 

was 1.904 µm, which was shorter than their initial state (3 µm), suggesting that nanotubes were 

cut during dispersion. Moreover, the image analysis results demonstrated that dispersed 

MWCNTs, when deposited, could be characterized by complex geometric shapes, and three 

dominant shapes were identified for numerical modeling purposes.  

The image analysis results were incorporated in 2D CNT-based nanocomposite models. 

First, all of the models were generated considering that CNTs could possess different lengths, and 

its statistical distribution followed those found in experiments (i.e., from image analysis). To 

incorporate the three different CNT shapes in the model, these shapes were assumed to be 

composed of equidistant linear segments connected at the nodes, and the angle at each node was 

randomly generated. The model also randomly deposited CNTs in a 10×60 µm2 representative 

area. Then, the simulations considered applying uniaxial tensile-compressive strains to the model 

so as to investigate how the bulk film properties would change in response to applied strains.  

This work considered five different models to explore the effects of CNT morphology on 

bulk film electrical and electromechanical properties. It was found that the unstrained electrical 

resistance of models that incorporated more complex geometric shapes of CNTs were higher than 

a simplified case with only straight CNTs. In particular, given the same CNT density, electrical 

resistance was sensitive to effective CNT length. In addition, the morphology of the CNT network 

also affected the film’s electromechanical behavior. The results showed that the CNT network with 
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straight CNTs was more sensitive to mechanical strains as compared to other thin film models. 

The thin film model that included CNTs with three linear segments exhibited the lowest strain 

sensitivity among the five different thin film models. Overall, these results suggest that the 

geometric shapes of CNTs can contribute significantly to affect bulk film electrical and 

electromechanical properties. 

 

Chapter 3, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Computational Mechanics, Bo 

Mi Lee; Kenneth J. Loh; Yuan-Sen Yang, 2017. The dissertation author was the primary researcher 

and author of this paper. 
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Experimental Validation of Carbon 

Nanotube Thin Film Sensor Model  

 

 Introduction 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, the integration of experimental and numerical research on 

CNT-based thin film is limited despite the extensive experimental and numerical studies. The 

objective of this chapter was to derive an experimentally validated model of CNT-based thin film 

strain sensors. This study first began with the fabrication of MWCNT-Pluronic nanocomposites 

using a vacuum filtration method. Second, the films were subjected to uniaxial tensile strains while 

their electrical properties were measured, so as to characterize their strain sensing properties. 

Third, an experimentally validated, 2D, percolation-based, numerical model of the film was built 

with inputs obtained from SEM images of the fabricated films (i.e., physical properties of CNTs 

as-deposited in the film). Then, the numerical models were subjected to the same tensile strain 

patterns, and the electromechanical properties of the model were compared with the experimental 

results. For further validation of the 2D CNT thin film model, a new concept of area ratio (AR) 
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was introduced, and AR of 2D CNT thin film models and that of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films 

using SEM images were computed and compared. 

 Experimental Methods 

 Materials 

MWCNT (outer diameter: 10 nm, median length: 3 µm, and purity > 98%) and Pluronic® 

F-127 (Pluronic) (MW ≈ 12,600) were acquired from Sigma-Aldrich. Hydrophilic PTFE membrane 

filters (diameter: 47 mm and pore size: 0.45 µm) were purchased from EMD Millipore. 

 Nanocomposite Fabrication  

MWCNT-Pluronic buckypaper specimens were fabricated using vacuum filtration (Figure 

4.1) [91, 154]. An advantage of using vacuum filtration is that the density of film constituents (i.e., 

nanotubes and polymers) can be precisely controlled. First, 1 wt.% Pluronic solution was prepared 

by dissolving Pluronic powder in DI water. Pluronic is a triblock copolymer with a central 

propylene oxide block and ethylene oxide chains, both of which are water soluble. Because of its 

amphiphilic characteristic, Pluronic can disperse nanotubes in aqueous solutions and achieving 

steric stabilization, which prevents agglomeration of nanotubes [155]. Shvartzman-Cohen et al. 

[156] demonstrated that SWCNTs can be dispersed in Pluronic solution well below the critical 

micellar concentration and critical micellar temperature. Zhao et al. [157] found that MWCNT-

Pluronic dispersions remained stable for weeks. Thus, to attain homogeneous dissolution, the 

mixture was constantly stirred using a magnetic stirrer (Corning) at 55 °C for ~90 min. Second, 

upon stirring and when the Pluronic solution cooled to room temperature, dispersion of MWCNTs 

was achieved by subjecting MWCNT-Pluronic mixtures to 60 min of high-energy tip sonication 

(3 mm tip, 150 W, 22 kHz) [157]. In this study, seven different concentrations of MWCNT-
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Pluronic solution were prepared, namely 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mg/mL, to quantify the effects 

of MWCNT concentration on the strain sensing behavior of MWCNT-Pluronic nanocomposites. 

Next, the stable suspension was vacuum-filtered using a PTFE membrane. Finally, the film, 

together with the membrane filter, was dried for 12 h at 60 °C in a StableTemp vacuum oven. 

Figure 4.1 shows a picture of an MWCNT-Pluronic buckypaper specimen still attached to its PTFE 

filtration membrane. 

 Strain Sensing Characterization 

The strain sensing properties of MWCNT-Pluronic buckypaper were characterized by 

applying uniaxial tensile cyclic strains to the films while simultaneously measuring their change 

in electrical properties. First, MWCNT-Pluronic buckypaper that was still attached to its PTFE 

membrane was cut to form smaller specimens of 4×30 mm2. Second, two electrodes were 

established at opposite ends of the specimen using 1.5 mm-wide copper tape strips for two-point 

probe electrical measurements during load testing. Silver paste (Ted Pella) was applied over the 

 
Figure 4.1. An MWCNT-Pluronic buckypaper was fabricated, first, by dispersing MWCNTs 
in 1 wt.% Pluronic solution. Then, the solution was vacuum filtered using PTFE membrane 
filter (pore size: 0.45 µm) and dried in a vacuum oven at 60 °C for 12 h. 
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copper tape electrodes and film for minimizing contact impedance and then dried in air for ~3 h. 

The distance between two electrodes (i.e., gage length) was ~24 mm.  

MWCNT-Pluronic buckypaper specimens were then subjected to electromechanical 

testing using a Test Resources 150R load frame with a 4.89 N (1.1. lbf) load cell installed (Figure 

4.2). To ensure that the specimen is flat and taut, the load frame applied a preload to 0.2 N. Then, 

the load frame executed a five-cycle uniaxial tensile load pattern to strain the film to a maximum 

strain of 2,500 µe (load rate: 5,000 µe/min). Throughout the entire test, an Agilent 34401A digital 

multimeter recorded the electrical resistance of the film. The load frame’s cross-head 

displacement, applied load, and the multimeter’s electrical resistance measurements were 

simultaneously collected using a customized LabVIEW program. It should be mentioned that, 

since nanotubes are sensitive to environmental stimuli (e.g., temperature [158], light [159], and 

humidity [160]), these tests were performed by shielding the entire test setup with a blackout 

curtain.  

 
Figure 4.2. An MWCNT-Pluronic strain sensor was mounted in a Test Resources 150R load 
frame for strain sensing characterization. 
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 Numerical Simulation Methods 

 Morphology Characterization and Model Generation 

As an effort to understand and explain the experimental results of MWCNT-Pluronic strain 

sensor, a 2D CNT-based nanocomposite model was developed. In order to develop models that 

more accurately represented the actual shapes of CNTs in the thin film, SEM imaging was used to 

characterize the morphology of nanotubes in MWCNT-Pluronic buckypapers. Using an FEI 230 

NanoSEM, one can obtain SEM images of the thin film, such as that shown in Figure 4.3, which 

clearly shows that MWCNTs were randomly oriented to form a densely percolated network. 

Although it is hard to locate the end-points of each nanotube, Figure 4.3 shows that MWCNTs 

were curved or slightly kinked. For instance, most nanotubes physically represent a half-cycle 

sinusoidal shape. Therefore, based on this observation, a 2D nanocomposite model can be 

generated. Here, the dimensions of the model were set as 4×24 µm2 to have the same aspect ratio 

(i.e., 1:6) as the MWCNT-Pluronic thin films in Section 4.2. It should be noted that the numerical 

model was developed specific to the type of film fabricated in this study, and changes to fabrication 

 
Figure 4.3. An SEM image of a 2 mg/mL MWCNT-Pluronic buckypaper shows the random, 
percolated morphology of MWCNTs. 
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procedure and the type of nanotubes used, among others, could change the results; nevertheless, 

the procedure for model generation employed in this study would still apply. 

Before generating the CNTs in the model space, the physical properties of the as-deposited 

MWCNTs were needed. Similar to Chapter 3, a Gaussian distribution of CNT lengths with a mean 

and standard deviation of 1.904 µm and 0.506 µm was applied to the model. N number of 

MWCNTs (or equivalently related to density) were populated in the model space. The shape of 

MWCNTs were assumed to be kinked as a simplified representation of the half-cycle sinusoidal 

shapes observed in Figure 4.3. To decrease computational demand, the kinked shape comprised of 

two equidistant linear segments (LCNT/2), where LCNT is the total nanotube length. The position of 

the MWCNTs within the model space was also randomly determined, and one end of the MWCNT 

(at x1, y1) was defined by a distance (li) and orientation angle (ai) with respect to the origin (0, 0) 

in a Cartesian coordinate system (Figure 4.4). To describe the degree of nanotube kink, a height 

ratio can also be defined as follows: 

  (4.1) 

where HCNT is the distance from the vertex of the MWCNT relative to its local x-axis that intersects 

its two end-points (Figure 4.4). In this study, four different height ratios (i.e., 0, 10, 20, and 30%) 

HR =
HCNT

LCNT

 
Figure 4.4. A kinked CNT can be described by the ratio of height-to-length of CNT (i.e., 
height ratio (HR)).  
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were considered. Once each MWCNT was generated and its first end-point positioned at (x1, y1), 

the other two points (i.e., vertex and end-point) were determined using ai and a random rotation 

angle (q):  

  (4.2) 

A representative numerical model with N = 400 and HR = 20% is shown in Figure 4.5 as an 

example.  

 Strain Sensing Simulation 

The strain sensing behavior of the CNT-based nanocomposite model was simulated by 

calculating the electrical resistance of the model at different strain states. Rjct was assumed to be 

240 kW specific to metal-metal junction resistance [161]. It should be mentioned that, in this work, 
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Figure 4.5. A representative nanocomposite model shows that kinked CNTs are randomly 
distributed in a 4×24 µm2 area (N = 400 and HR = 20%).  
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intrinsic strain sensitivity (SCNT) of CNTs was also incorporated to the model and assumed to be 

150 [162]. Finally, after calculating the models’ electrical resistances corresponding to different 

strain states, their strain sensing properties were evaluated.  

 Experimental Results  

 Electrical and Strain Sensing Properties 

The electrical properties and strain sensing behavior of MWCNT-Pluronic nanocomposites 

were characterized by following the procedures described in Section 4.2.3. The unstrained 

electrical resistance measurements are plotted in Figure 4.6. For each MWCNT concentration, 10 

resistance measurements were obtained and then averaged. It can be seen from Figure 4.6 that the 

electrical resistance of the buckypaper decreased with increasing MWCNT concentrations. This 

result is expected, since higher densities of MWCNTs create denser networks of electrical 

conducting pathways, which result in higher bulk electrical conductance and lower electrical 

resistance. However, the rate of decrease in resistance with increasing MWCNT concentrations 

 
Figure 4.6. The unstrained electrical resistances of MWCNT-Pluronic strain sensors were 
plotted as a function of MWCNT concentration. 
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was nonlinear and slowed down. To be specific, when MWCNT concentration increased from 1 

to 2 mg/mL, resistance decreased from 36.82 to 15.94 kW (i.e., 56.7% decrease); from 4 to 5 

mg/mL, resistance decreased from 8.03 to 6.28 kW (i.e., 21.8% decrease).  

In addition, the strain sensing properties of MWCNT-Pluronic nanocomposite were 

characterized. In a previous experimental study, the electrical resistance of MWCNT-latex thin 

films deposited on polyethylene terephthalate substrates exhibited linear piezoresistivity in 

response to applied tensile cyclic loading [149]. Similarly, when MWCNT-Pluronic strain sensors 

were subjected to five-cycle, uniaxial, tensile strains, their electrical resistance varied in tandem 

with applied strains. The results are summarized in Figure 4.7. In Figure 4.7a–c, the electrical 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 4.7. The electrical resistance responses of (a) 1 mg/mL, (b) 3 mg/mL, and (c) 5 mg/mL 
MWCNT-Pluronic strain sensors are overlaid with the corresponding applied strain time 
history. (d) The normalized change in resistance of a 1 mg/mL MWCNT-Pluronic strain 
sensor is plotted as a function of applied strains. 
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resistance time histories of three films with different MWCNT concentrations were overlaid with 

their corresponding applied cyclic load pattern. Here, only the responses from the second to fifth 

cycles are shown, and the first-cycle data was omitted; most specimens showed relatively higher 

increases in resistance during initial loading, which could be due to permanent deformation in the 

PTFE membrane. Regardless, the electrical properties of the films stabilized after the first cycle of 

applied loading.  

Similar to numerical studies in Chapter 2 and 3, the strain sensing properties of MWCNT-

Pluronic thin films was quantitatively studied using strain sensitivity estimated by fitting a linear 

least-squares regression line to the plot of Rnorm versus De, such as Figure 4.7d. In this study, S for 

each load cycle (i.e., second to fifth cycles) was computed separately, and S for each film is 

reported as the average of the four cycles. For each MWCNT concentration, 10 different specimens 

were tested. Figure 4.8 summarize these results, and it can be seen that S decreased in an 

exponentially decaying fashion as the concentration of MWCNTs was increased from 0.25 to 5 

mg/mL. This trend was consistent with other experimental and numerical studies [114, 124]. 

 
Figure 4.8. Strain sensitivities of MWCNT-Pluronic strain sensors and their error bars were 
obtained for buckypaper specimens fabricated using different MWCNT concentrations. 
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 Strain Sensing Resolution 

To further investigate strain sensing properties of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films, strain 

sensing resolution of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films was evaluated. Strain sensing resolution is 

defined as the smallest change of a strain sensor can reliably indicate. First, unstrained resistance 

of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films was measured for ~1,000 s with sampling rate of 2 Hz to obtain 

the noise floor of the sensor. A resistance change was then calculated by subtracting the mean of 

the unstrained resistance data from the unstrained resistance data:  

   (4.3) 

where DRi is the change in unstrained resistance, Ri is the unstrained resistance, and Ri,mean is the 

average of the unstrained resistance. An amplitude spectral density of the resistance change (DRi) 

was then calculated and plotted as a function of frequency. Strain sensing resolution in 

resistance was estimated by averaging the amplitude values of spectral density after noise 

stabilization at fs. Finally, the resolution in resistance was converted into strain to estimate the 

strain sensing resolution in strain using Equation 2.9.
 

ΔRi = Ri − Ri,mean

 
Figure 4.9. The amplitude spectral density was plotted as a function of frequency for seven 
difference concentrations of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films. 
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In this chapter, seven samples of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films from each concentration 

were used. Figure 4.9 shows the results of the amplitude spectral density versus frequency. One 

can find that for higher MWCNT concentrations (1–5 mg/mL), the noise level stabilized at fs ~ 0.2 

Hz, while lower MWCNT concentrations (0.25 mg/mL and 0.5 mg/mL) plateaued at higher 

frequencies (fs > 0.4). In particular, 0.25 mg/mL MWCNT-Pluronic thin films showed the higher 

noise level compared to other concentrations, which stabilized at fs ~ 0.6 Hz. The strain sensing 

resolution results were summarized in Table 4.1. Except for 0.25 mg/mL, the resolution in 

resistance was similar regardless of MWCNT concentrations. However, due to the high strain 

sensitivity and unstrained resistance of the 0.25 mg/mL MWCNT-Pluronic thin film, the strain 

sensing resolution in strain was improved (4.30 µe). The smallest strain sensing resolution that the 

MWCNT-Pluronic thin film achieved was 3.04 µe at 0.5 mg/mL. The strain sensing resolution 

results indicated that although the 0.25 mg/mL MWCNT-Pluronic thin film was the most sensitive 

to applied strains among seven MWCNT concentrations, the highest resolution was achieved by 

the 0.5 mg/mL MWCNT-Pluronic thin film. Therefore, depending on the purpose of CNT-based 

strain sensors, the CNT concentration should be judiciously determined. 

In general, the best sensor configuration requires a higher sensitivity with lower resolution. 

It was shown that the MWCNT concentration of the highest strain sensitivity (i.e., 0.25 mg/mL) 

Table 4.1. The strain sensing resolutions of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films were estimated and 
compared. 

MWCNT 
concentration 

(mg/mL) 
0.25 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 

Resolution 
(µW) 1,183 221 212 205 206 204 202 

Resolution 
(µe) 4.30 3.04 7.40 17.61 44.84 73.79 88.91 
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and that of the lowest strain sensing resolution (i.e., 0.5 mg/mL) were different. Therefore, to find 

the best solution (i.e., MWCNT concentration), A was defined as below: 

  (4.4) 

where ge is the strain sensing resolution in strain, and S is the strain sensitivity of an 

MWCNT-Pluronic thin film. The MWCNT concentration with a minimum A is the concentration 

in which the strain sensing performance is optimized. The results are summarized in Figure 4.10. 

The 0.5 mg/mL MWCNT-Pluronic thin film showed the lowest A (2.72×10-6). A value of the 0.25 

mg/mL MWCNT-Pluronic thin film was comparable to that of 0.5 mg/mL (2.77×10-6), and A 

increased at higher MWCNT concentrations (i.e., 1–5 mg/mL). The results suggest that 0.5 mg/mL 

is the optimum MWCNT concentration with the best strain sensing configurations of the strain 

sensitivity and the strain sensing resolution among seven different concentrations. 

 Numerical Simulation Results  

By following the procedures outlined in Section 4.3, nanocomposite strain sensing 

properties of different models were simulated. Before conducting strain sensing simulations, the 

A =
γ ε

S

 
Figure 4.10. The strain sensing resolution in strain was divided by the strain sensitivity and 
plotted as a function of MWCNT concentrations.  
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percolation probability [115] of each model was calculated for N = 250. The percolation 

probability for HR = 0, 10, 20, and 30% were 60.4, 55.4, 51.4, and 29.4%, respectively. Figure 

4.11 shows the representative set of results corresponding to models of N = 300 and 800 (HR = 

20%). The normalized change in resistance varied linearly in response to applied strains. The strain 

sensitivities of N = 300 and 800 were 1.14 and 0.61, respectively. Strain sensitivities were 

evaluated for models of different CNT densities (N).  

In addition, this study investigated the effects of variations in HR and CNT statistical length 

distributions on bulk film strain sensing properties. The results are summarized in Figures 4.12 

and 4.13. Each data point corresponds to the average strain sensitivity calculated from 20 

simulations (for each case). Both sets of results showed that strain sensitivity decreased as N 

increased. In particular, it can be seen from Figure 4.12 that models with higher height ratios 

exhibited lower strain sensitivities as compared to those with lower HR. To be specific, when N = 

250, the strain sensitivity for the HR = 30% case was 1.03, while that of HR = 0% (i.e., CNTs were 

assumed to be straight elements) was 1.29. Figure 4.13 demonstrated that models that considered 

a Gaussian distribution of CNT lengths showed similar strain sensitivities than cases considering 

a fixed CNT length (i.e., LCNT = 1.904 µm), except at lower CNT densities and when the models 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 4.11. CNT-based nanocomposite models with (a) N = 300 and (b) N = 800 (HR = 
20%) were subjected to a one-cycle tensile-compressive strain pattern to ±10,000 µe, and 
their respective strain sensitivities were S = 1.14 and 0.61. 
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were close to their percolation threshold  (i.e., N = 250 and 300). These numerical simulation 

results suggested that the geometrical features of dispersed CNTs and length distributions need to 

be considered for modeling nanocomposites, especially at lower CNT densities, since these effects 

influence the bulk film electromechanical properties.  

 
 

Figure 4.12. Strain sensitivities of nanocomposite models with different CNT densities (N) 
and shapes (HR = 0, 10, 20, and 30%) were computed. 

 

 
 

Figure 4.13. The strain sensitivities of nanocomposite models assembled using CNTs 
assumed to be of a fixed and a distribution of lengths were computed and compared. 
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 Comparison of Experimental and Numerical Results 

 Strain Sensing Properties 

From the results presented in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, both the MWCNT-Pluronic strain sensor 

test results and numerical models confirmed their linear piezoresistivity. Moreover, the model with 

HR = 20% showed similar strain sensing characteristics with the MWCNT-Pluronic test results. 

The normalized change in resistance of experimental tests results and numerical models with HR 

= 20% are plotted together with respect to applied tensile strains as shown in Figure 4.14. Only 

the tensile test results are compared in Figure 4.14, since it was not possible to apply compressive 

strains to the actual films as it would buckle the specimens. In Figure 4.14, the numerical 

simulation results are presented as linear lines, whereas the experimental data points are plotted 

individually. Overall, Figure 4.14 shows good matching between experimental and numerical 

results. It can also be observed that, as the density of MWCNTs increased, the slope of the lines 

and strain sensitivity decreased. 

In Figure 4.15, strain sensitivities of the models and MWCNT-Pluronic strain sensors are 

overlaid according to CNT density and MWCNT concentration in the film, respectively. Most of 

the strain sensitivity data from the models were generated from averages of 20 simulations, but 

due to computational demand and time, only 10 simulations were conducted for the N = 800 and 

900 cases and five simulations for the 1,000 to 1,500 models. In addition to the average strain 

sensitivity, the error bars show the standard deviations for each CNT density case. In general, one 

can clearly see that the simulation results agreed with those obtained from strain sensing 

characterization tests conducted on actual MWCNT-Pluronic buckypaper specimens. For 

example, the strain sensitivity of 0.5 mg/mL MWCNT-Pluronic films (i.e., S = 1.26) was 

approximately equal to the nanocomposite model with N = 250 (S = 1.25). These results suggest 
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that the model proposed can be used to describe the strain sensing properties of MWCNT-Pluronic 

thin films. 

 Area Ratio (AR) 

Besides observing similarities between experiments and simulations, further validation of 

the 2D nanocomposite model can be performed by computing the AR of MWCNT-Pluronic 

buckypapers using SEM images. AR is defined as the ratio of MWCNT network area to the total 

area of the image and can be calculated using equation: 

  (4.4) 

where ACNTs is the area occupied by MWCNTs, Atotal is the total area of the image, N1 is the number 

of pixels occupied by 1, and Npixel is the number of pixels of the entire image. Essentially, AR 

computes the effective percentage of the 2D space that is occupied by the conductive MWCNTs. 

The area ratio is a simple and effective means for validation, because, ideally, AR for the numerical 

pixeltotal

CNTs
N
N

A
AAR 1==

 
Figure 4.14. The experimental and numerical model strain sensing responses are compared 
by plotting the normalized change in resistance as a function of applied strains. 
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models should be comparable to those observed in experiments and in the actual films. However, 

it should be mentioned that there are limitations to this method. MWCNTs form a dense 3D 

percolated network in the films, and nanotubes do not only lie in a single plane. By virtue of using 

SEM images for computing AR, one is only considering a planar view of the complex network. 

However, the model presented in this study is an effective simplified numerical model that was 

derived from 2D AFM and SEM images of individual nanotubes. In that regard, the initial inputs 

to the numerical model (e.g., statistical length distributions of nanotubes) already considers the 

non-planar orientation of MWCNTs. 

The first step is to compute AR of actual MWCNT-Pluronic thin films. First, SEM images 

of MWCNT-Pluronic buckypapers were obtained (Figure 4.16a) using a Zeiss SIGMA 500 with 

an accelerating voltage of 3 kV. Since the interest of this study was the surface topography of 

MWCNT-Pluronic buckypapers, a secondary electron detector was used. Second, the SEM image 

in RGB format was imported to MATLAB and converted to gray-scale, using built-in functions 

available from MATLAB’s image processing toolbox. A histogram of the image was used to 

 
Figure 4.15. The strain sensitivities obtained from experimental tests and numerical 
simulations are compared for films with different CNT concentrations/densities. 
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observe the image pixel intensity distribution. Since the histogram of gray-scale SEM images 

tended to show that intensity of the image was biased toward the dark end, image contrast was 

enhanced using the histogram equalization method (Figure 4.16b). Third, to define the edge of 

MWCNTs, the enhanced images in gray-scale were converted into binary black-and-white images 

(Figure 4.16c) by determining pixel intensity ranges (i.e., region of interest). It should be noted 

that, in the gray-scale image, a translucent interface was observed near the edges of MWCNTs, 

which was considered as polymer (i.e., Pluronic) covering the MWCNTs [163]. In the binary 

image such as Figure 4.16c, the white area (i.e., 1 in binary representation) was considered as 

MWCNTs, whereas black was regarded as the polymer matrix or vacant region.  

SEM images of four different MWCNT concentrations (2, 3, 4, and 5 mg/mL) are shown 

in Figure 4.17. SEM images of lower MWCNT concentrations (0.25 to 1 mg/mL) were excluded, 

since MWCNT boundaries were less clear, and the images were also affected by charging effect. 

In this work, a conductive coating was not used to preserve the pristine nanocomposite surface. It 

can be seen in Figure 4.17 that, as MWCNT concentration increased, more MWCNTs were 

distributed and less voids are present. Furthermore, the film’s surface topography became more 

nonuniform. For example, by comparing 2 and 3 mg/mL SEM images (Figure 4.17a–b) to 4 and 5 

 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 4.16. The area ratio of MWCNT-Pluronic nanocomposites was determined by 
following three steps: (a) acquire SEM image; (b) enhance image; and (c) convert enhanced 
image into a binary image.  
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mg/mL ones (Figure 4.17c–d), it can be seen that there are regions with clusters of dispersed 

MWCNTs situated higher than other regions of the film. This, however, was not an issue and was 

considered during image analysis by adjusting pixel intensity ranges when the grayscale images 

were converted to binary images. 

Similarly, the AR of the nanocomposite numerical model was also evaluated. Although the 

diameter of CNTs was not specified in the model during simulations, one can still consider CNT 

diameter during image analysis. An SEM image of MWCNT-Pluronic nanocomposite was used to 

define the average diameter for as-deposited MWCNTs. Diameter was determined by measuring 

the two edge boundaries of an MWCNT in the SEM image. Most diameter measurements ranged 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 4.17. SEM images of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films with (a) 2, (b) 3, (c) 4, and (d) 5 
mg/mL concentrations are shown. The white scale bar represents 200 nm. 
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from 15 to 25 nm, so an average diameter of 20 nm was assumed and applied to the model. Then, 

the RGB image of the numerical model was saved (after model generation) and processed in the 

same manner as the aforementioned experimental case; the only difference was that image 

enhancement was not required. 

Since it was demonstrated in Figure 4.15 that the strain sensitivity of 2 mg/mL MWCNT-

Pluronic strain sensor (S = 0.71) was similar to that of the N = 700 model (S = 0.70), area ratios of 

numerical models with N ≥ 700 were calculated and compared, following the aforementioned 

procedures. In Figure 4.18, area ratio results of MWCNT-Pluronic strain sensor experimental tests 

and numerical models were summarized. Similar to the strain sensitivity results, area ratios of 

MWCNT-Pluronic buckypapers were comparable to those computed for the numerical models. 

For example, AR for 3 mg/mL buckypaper was 0.262 and was similar to that of the corresponding 

N = 1,000 model (AR = 0.242). It should be noted that the size of the model space is irrelevant, 

since AR is always normalized with respect to the dimensions. Despite the favorable area ratio 

results, AR for the model was slightly lower than those computed from experimental SEM images. 

 

Figure 4.18. The area ratios of MWCNT-Pluronic nanocomposites and numerical models 
were evaluated and compared. 
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A possible reason could be due to the inherent nature of imaging, where the SEM image attempts 

to capture everything in its 3D view but flattened to form a 2D image. Therefore, nanotubes near 

the surface appeared to be brighter and larger compared to nanotubes located subsurface. During 

image analysis, the brighter area with high intensity was regarded as MWCNTs, the polymer close 

to the surface could appear with the same shade of gray as compared to nanotubes in a lower plane 

[164]. In addition, another source of error could be the assumption of a constant CNT diameter for 

the numerical models.  

 Summary 

In summary, this chapter characterized the strain sensing properties of MWCNT-Pluronic 

thin films and compared experimental and numerical modeling results. First, MWCNT-Pluronic 

buckypaper specimens were fabricated by vacuum filtration, and seven different MWCNT 

concentration sample sets were prepared. The films’ unstrained electrical properties were 

measured, and they were also subjected to electromechanical tests. Second, a 2D CNT thin film 

model was derived, taking into account the kinked shape CNTs and statistical length distributions 

observed from SEM images of MWCNT-Pluronic buckypapers. The model’s nominal electrical 

properties, as well as at different applied strain states, were computed by constructing a 

conductance matrix of the CNT network. Lastly, the experimental and numerical simulation results 

were compared. Both the model and the experimental results revealed the linear piezoresistive 

properties of the nanocomposites. Furthermore, both results showed that strain sensitivity 

decreased as CNT density was increased. Not only were these trends the same, the values for strain 

sensitivities were also similar, thereby suggesting that the models accurately described the 

electromechanical properties of the films. To further validate the nanocomposite model, an area 

ratio calculation was defined. Image processing was employed to compute the area ratio of 
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MWCNT-Pluronic buckypapers (using SEM images), as well as for the numerical models. The 

area ratios between experiments and the models were comparable, thereby successfully validating 

that the models’ physical and electromechanical properties represented that of the actual 

buckypapers fabricated.  

 

Chapter 4, in full, is a reprint of the material as it appears in Nanotechnology, Bo Mi Lee; 

Kenneth J. Loh, 2017. The dissertation author was the primary researcher and author of this paper. 
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Model-enabled Design of Distributed 

Strain Sensor using Carbon Nanotube 

Nanocomposites 

 

 Introduction 

The main objective of this chapter was to leverage the experimentally validated CNT-based 

thin film model to design and implement CNT-based thin film sensors for structural health 

monitoring (SHM). A distributed strain sensing system using CNT-based thin films and the 

principles of ETDR was developed and validated. Strain sensing was enabled by replacing portions 

of the transmission line with piezoresistive CNT-based sensing elements. In particular, MWCNTs 

were used to modify the conductor and dielectric portions of the sensing element. Before 

assembling MWCNT-based ETDR sensors, different designs of CNT thin film models were 

simulated. Special attention was paid to understand how the orientations of CNTs in the polymer 

matrix affected their piezoresistive response. The results of numerical simulations were used to 

guide the design of the distributed stain sensor. The hypothesis was that a resistive part of the 
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proposed distributed sensor and their piezoresistivity governed its strain sensing behavior. Based 

on numerical simulation results, four unique sample sets of MWCNT-based distributed sensors 

were assembled. The ETDR sensing properties of the sample sets were characterized and 

compared systematically. Simultaneously, strain sensing along different points in a transmission 

line was also validated. 

This chapter begins with reviewing current sensing technologies for SHM including metal-

foil strain gage, radiography, ultrasonics, and fiber-optic sensing following a brief background of 

ETDR. Then, CNT-based thin film models with different CNT orientations were derived, and their 

electrical and piezoresistive behavior were simulated. This is followed by describing how the 

MWCNT-based sensing elements were fabricated, as well as the different strain sensing test 

protocols employed in this study. Next, the ETDR strain sensing results of the different sample 

sets, as well as sensing strain at multiple points in a single transmission line, were discussed. The 

chapter concludes with a brief summary of the main findings and contributions of this research. 

 Sensing Technologies for SHM  

The performance of aerospace, civil, marine, and mechanical structural systems can 

degrade due to damage and deterioration, particularly because of fatigue, impact, excessive 

loading, and harsh environmental conditions. If damage remains undetected, it can accumulate and 

propagate to cause component or even system failure. Therefore, SHM aims to monitor target 

structures over time (either periodically or continuously), detect anomalies, and extract damage-

sensitive features from measurements [165]. To date, the most widely used means of monitoring 

damage is by visual inspection, but it is time-consuming, expensive, and challenging, especially 

when structures are large, have complex geometries, and damage can occur at different locations. 
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To address the limitations of visual inspection while enhancing the capability to monitor 

the integrity of structure, SHM systems have been sought to take novel sensing technologies to 

extract damage-sensitive features, and analyze the features for damage detection and structural 

prognostics [166]. Since SHM system monitors the structural condition and informs the operator 

if the damage is detected, maintenance approach can be condition-based instead of time-based 

significantly reducing the economic burden [166]. Current state-of-the-art sensing technologies of 

metal-foil strain gage, radiography, ultrasonics, and fiber-optic sensing will be briefly reviewed. 

 Metal-foil Strain Gage 

Among the various parameters of interest (i.e., displacement, crack opening, temperature, 

and humidity), knowledge of stress and strain is critical, since the failure criterion is often defined 

according to the material’s yield point or ultimate strength. Without a practical method to directly 

measure stress, stress can be estimated from strain along with a priori information about material 

properties and behavior. Conventional means of measuring strain is by using metal-foil strain 

gages. It consists of a metal foil pattern located on an insulating film. When an object with a strain 

gage attached is subjected to deformation, the resistance of the metal foil changes under 

deformations, showing piezoresistivity. Although they are low-cost and fairly accurate, their main 

limitation is that they are discrete transducers that can only acquire strain at their instrumented 

location. For practical applications, a dense array of strain gages is required, but a number of cables 

that connect gages to the data acquisition system can make implementation challenging and 

expensive [167-169]. 

 Radiography 

Radiography uses high energy electromagnetic radiations (i.e., X-rays, gamma-rays, or 

neutron rays) with wavelength less than 20 nm. The material is located between the radiation 
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source and a piece of film that is sensitive to given radiation. When the radiation is emitted, a 

portion of radiation will penetrate through the material, and the remaining portion will be absorbed 

by the material. The amount of absorption would vary depending on the thickness or the density 

of the material, resulting in variations of the darkness of the film [170]. The variations of the 

shadowgraph darkness provide useful information about the thickness and the composition of the 

material, and the presence of flaws. Radiography has been employed to detect flaws in welds [171], 

aircraft [172], concrete [170], and pipeline [173]. For examples, Kolkoori et al. [172] implemented 

an X-ray backscatter technique to inspect stringers that are critical components in the aircraft wing 

to transfer the bending loads on the aircraft skin onto the ribs and spars. Liao et al. [174] developed 

an automated radiographic system with four major processes of the preprocessing, curve fitting, 

profile-anomaly detection, and postprocessing to identify flaws in welds. Although a radiography 

technique can detect both external and internal defects with very few material limitations, it is 

usually hazardous to the operators and capability to locate defects highly depends on its orientation 

to the beam [170], and it is often limited to laboratory-scale evaluations due to their bulky 

instruments.  

 Ultrasonics 

An ultrasonic method or pulse-echo technique involves transmission and reflection of 

mechanical stress waves through a material at frequency ranges of 20 kHz–200 MHz. Piezoelectric 

transducers are usually employed to transmit ultrasonic wave into the objective. Ultrasonic sensing 

can estimate the thickness of a specimen, the existence, size, and location of defects, and material 

properties such as density and elastic constants (i.e., Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio, etc.) by 

investigating an amplitude, time-of-flight, and phase of the reflected wave [175]. It has broad 

applications in the aircraft [176], bridge [177], wind turbine [178, 179], pipeline [180], and so on. 
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Despite the advantages, ultrasonic sensing might not be applicable to the materials with 

high attenuation characteristics, which makes flaw detection challenging. Since a good coupling 

between the transducer and the surface of the material is needed to prevent wave scattering, 

coupling agents such as petroleum jelly and grease are usually used. However, if the surface 

geometry is not even, the coupling between the surface and transducer can be challenging [177]. 

 Fiber-Optic Sensing 

Fiber Bragg grating (FBG) optical sensors are widely used fiber-optic sensors which offer 

the unique capability of measuring strains. For example, Chan et al. [181] installed FBG sensors 

on a hanger cable, rocker bearings, and a truss girder of the Tsing Ma Bridge, Hong Kong for strain 

measurements, and the results were compared with the conventional strain gages. Besides locating 

FBG sensors on structural surfaces, there have been efforts to embed FBG sensors within 

composite structures [182, 183]. While they are immune to electromagnetic (EM) interference and 

are highly sensitive to strains [184], their complex and expensive data acquisition system, as well 

as their high manufacturing and installation costs, can limit their use cases. More importantly, FBG 

sensors do not provide truly distributed sensing, since they can only monitor structural strains at a 

finite number of locations. 

In order to overcome the discrete sensing limitation of traditional FBGs, the fiber optic 

sensing community has developed sensors based on Rayleigh or Brillouin scattering principles. 

These sensors provide distributed sensing of strain, with spatial resolutions on the order of a few 

centimeters, by monitoring changes in the light scattering properties caused by strain [185, 186]. 

More specifically, Rayleigh scattering is caused by non-propagating elastic density fluctuations, 

whereas Brillouin scattering is based on the inelastic interaction of sound waves traveling in 

opposite directions. Distributed sensing in Rayleigh and Brillouin scattering fiber optic sensors are 
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achieved by various versions of Optical Time Domain Reflectometry (OTDR) [187, 188]. This 

implementation of OTDR requires a very large frequency bandwidth of the probing light in order 

to achieve small spatial resolution on the order of millimeters. The need for a tunable laser light 

source complicates the system and poses additional limits to the achievable scan rate, which, in 

turn, limits the range of dynamic strain measurements.  

 Distributed Sensing using ETDR 

 ETDR Background 

ETDR is an electrical measurement technique that propagates an EM wave in a 

transmission line and examines the reflected wave in the line. A transmission line is an electrical 

conductor designed to carry alternating current, and its length is longer than 10% of an EM 

wavelength [189]. ETDR is widely used in the power and communication industries to locate faults 

at any point along a transmission line. ETDR entails propagating an EM pulse in the transmission 

line and then observing characteristics of the reflected pulse. The duration, shape, and magnitude 

of the reflected waveform contain rich information about impedance variations in the transmission 

system. 

If there is any discontinuity in the characteristic impedance along the transmission line due 

to damage, that portion induces a reflected wave due to impedance mismatch. The reflection is 

generally quantified by a reflection coefficient (G) defined by the amplitude of the reflected voltage 

wave (V-)  normalized by the amplitude of the incident voltage wave (V+) [189]: 

    (5.1) 

where Z0 and Z1 are the characteristic impedances before and after the discontinuity, respectively 

(Figure 5.1). When the transmission line is intact, where Z = Z0 = Z1, there is no reflected wave, 

Γ = V
−

V + =
Z1 − Z0
Z0 + Z1
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and the EM wave will continue to propagate in the line. On the other hand, when an impedance 

discontinuity (Z0 ¹ Z1) exists, a wave that carries the information about the discontinuity will be 

reflected (Figure 5.1). 

Here, two different scenarios are illustrated. First, when Z1 > Z0, it creates a positive 

reflection (G > 0) (Figure 5.1a). Second, when Z1 < Z0, negative reflection is induced 

(G < 0) (Figure 5.1b). With the known propagation velocity of the incident wave (v) and the 

measured time difference between the incident and reflected waves (Dt), the location of impedance 

discontinuity (l) can be determined: 

 
  (5.2)  

 ETDR Sensors 

Early studies in geotechnical engineering introduced ETDR for rock deformation detection 

[190] and soil water content measurements [191]. For SHM applications, Liu et al. [192] suggested 

a twin-conductor transmission line that consisted of a bridge cable and a sensor wire for detecting 

l = vΔt
2

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.1. An impedance mismatch in a transmission line creates a reflected wave (a) if Z1 
> Z0 or (b) Z1 < Z0. 
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steel cable corrosion. Corrosion was simulated by cutting several strands of the 0.95-m-long steel 

cable, and simulated damage locations were successfully determined from ETDR measurements. 

Lin et al. [193] replaced the dielectric part of a coaxial cable with rubber and compared its strain 

sensing response with that of an RG-174 cable that uses either polyethylene or Teflon for its 

dielectric. ETDR results showed that the proposed coaxial cable sensor was more sensitive to 

strains, which was enabled by the greater compliance of rubber. Unlike fiber optic sensors, its 

simple system architecture without the need of a laser light source, as well as low manufacturing 

and installation costs, would make ETDR implementation easier.
 

The distributed electrical characteristics of a transmission line are described by its series 

resistance (R), series inductance (L), shunt conductance (G), and shunt capacitance (C) [189]. An 

equivalent electrical circuit of a typical transmission line is shown in Figure 5.2a. Three 

approaches have been used to design an ETDR sensor for SHM, namely by: i) employing a 

conventional transmission line; ii) adjusting the geometry of the transmission line; and iii) 

incorporating the target structure as part of the transmission line.  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.2. (a) An equivalent circuit of a transmission line can be described by R, L, C, and 
G, and (b) a modified transmission line with an MWCNT-based sensing element can be 
modeled using R’ and C’. 
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First, Lin et al. [194] used a commercial coaxial cable transmission line to detect cracks in 

a reinforced concrete beam. However, conventional transmission lines are intended to transmit EM 

signals such that their geometry and dielectric materials are designed to prevent reflections during 

varying environmental conditions [195]. Therefore, if a typical transmission line is used for 

measuring structural response, impedance changes are barely induced, and its sensitivity might not 

be enough for practical monitoring applications. Second, to improve sensitivity, Chen et al. [196] 

modified the geometry of the outer part of a coaxial cable with spiral wrapping so that the gap 

between adjacent spirals separate easily when subjected to mechanical loading. Finally, another 

approach is to use the monitored structure as part of the ETDR system [197, 198]. Todoroki [197] 

used carbon fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) as the conducting part of a transmission line to 

monitor bearing failure. The transmission line had a sandwiched structure of copper tape (i.e., 

signal conducting layer), glass fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) (i.e., dielectric layer), and CFRP 

composite (i.e., electrical ground layer). A 6 mm-diameter fastener hole was created in a 

200´1,850 mm2 specimen, and several impact loadings (10–30 J) were applied to the fastener by 

dropping weights. Impact damage was captured by ETDR when the energy of impact load was 

larger than 20 J. Pandey et al. [198] used a conductive layer with GFRP-based composites as the 

dielectric part and two copper plates as conductors. The copper plates were connected to a coaxial 

cable for EM signal propagation. The specimen was subjected to cyclic loading-unloading, and the 

results showed that the ETDR response followed the applied strains.  

This chapter proposes a unique approach to design distributed ETDR strain sensors by 

integrating piezoresistive MWCNT-based sensing elements at different locations along the 

transmission line. In this case, the transmission line was a parallel wire (i.e., speaker wire), which 

can be modeled by Figure 5.2a with four electrical components (R, L, C, and G). The MWCNT-

based sensing element was a parallel-plate capacitor with two conductive layers (i.e., MWCNT 
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thin films or copper tapes) separated by a dielectric layer of MWCNT-epoxy or pristine epoxy, 

which can be modeled as an RC element [199, 200] (Figure 5.2b). The rationale for using the 

MWCNT-based elements was because of their intrinsic piezoresistivity, which can be tuned and 

controlled during nanocomposite fabrication for improving strain sensitivity. In addition, a 

parallel-plate-type transmission line sensing element was used, since uniform penetration of EM 

fields can enhance sensitivity [198].  

 Numerical Simulations  

 Numerical Modeling Procedures 

The nanostructure of piezoresistive MWCNT-based sensing elements was designed by 

simulating CNT thin film models. Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 demonstrated how geometrical features 

of dispersed CNTs and length distributions affect the electrical and electromechanical behavior of 

CNT-based thin film strain sensors. This study explored how CNT orientations influence bulk-

film piezoresistive or strain sensing properties. Unlike Chapter 3 and Chapter 4, the geometry of 

CNT was assumed to be straight to solely consider their alignment effects on the strain sensing 

properties. The degree of CNT-network alignment was described by limiting the maximum angle 

(qmax) between longitudinal axis (y) and CNT axis. The orientation of each CNT was then defined 

by the angle q between the CNT axis and the horizontal axis (x) (Equation 5.3). By doing so, a 

CNT can be randomly located within the maximum angle of qmax.  

  (5.3) 

For example, qmax = 90°  describes the perfect random dispersion of the CNT-network. As qmax 

decreased, CNTs were more aligned with the y-axis or the direction of the electrical measurement. 

θ = 90+θmax × 2× (rand − 0.5)
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Upon defining the CNT orientations, the location of each CNT was determined by two end-

points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) in a Cartesian coordinate system, which was similar to Chapter 2. One 

end of CNT was randomly located within the dimension of the CNT thin film model (4´24 µm2). 

The other end was calculated using a CNT length (LCNT) and a CNT orientation (q): 

   (5.4) 

   (5.5) 

The procedure was iterated until the predefined number of CNTs (N) was generated. A 

Gaussian distribution of CNT lengths (mean: 1.904 µm and standard deviation: 0.506 µm) was 

applied to the model. A set of representative models with different alignment conditions (qmax = 

10°, 30°, and 90°)  was shown in Figure 5.3. With the CNT-based thin film model generated, 

electrical property and strain sensing simulations were conducted by following the procedures 

described in Chapter 2. Rjct was 240 kW, and intrinsic strain sensitivity (SCNT) of CNTs was set as 

150. 

 Numerical Simulation Results 

In this study, five different CNT orientation conditions of qmax = 10°, 20°, 30°, 60°, and 90° 

were employed. First, the percolation thresholds were simulated. The percolation thresholds were 

N = 220, 230, 300, 400, and 700 for qmax = 90, 60, 30, 20, and 10°, respectively. The results of 

electrical resistance are shown in Figure 5.4. CNT-based thin film models were more conductive 

with more CNT inclusions. On the other hand, the electrical property varied depending on the CNT 

alignment conditions, although the number of CNTs was the same. The CNT thin film models with 

x2 = x1 + LCNT cosθ

y2 = y1 + LCNT sinθ
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qmax = 60° were always more conductive than CNT-network with random CNT orientations (qmax 

= 90°) regardless of CNT density. However, except qmax = 60°, there was no clear relationship 

between the model’s electrical resistance and CNT orientations. For example, random CNT-

networks (qmax = 30°) had a higher resistance than CNT networks with qmax = 30° at lower CNT 

density (N ~ 300), while CNT-networks with qmax = 30° was more conductive at higher CNT 

density (N ≥ 400). A possible explanation of the results is that there is a fundamental competition 

between a decrease in the number of junctions indicating losing the conducting pathways and a 

decrease in the length of conducting paths favorable to the current flow. These results were 

consistent with other numerical and experimental studies [117, 201]. Figure 5.5 showed the strain 

   
(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5.3. CNT thin film models with different CNT orientation conditions are shown: (a) 
qmax =10°, (b) q max =30°, and (c) q max =90°. 
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sensitivity results of the CNT-based thin film model. Unlike the results of the electrical resistance 

simulation, a clear trend was found that the model sensitivity increased as qmax decreased. 

According to the numerical simulation results, one can expect that CNT-based thin films with 

aligned CNTs would be more sensitive to strain. Inspired by numerical simulation results, two 

different MWCNT-Pluronic thin films (one with random MWCNT dispersion and the other with 

aligned MWCNT dispersion) were incorporated in an ETDR sensor. 

 
Figure 5.4. Unstrained resistance was simulated according to different CNT alignment 
degrees and number of CNTs. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 5.5. Model strain sensitivity was estimated with varied CNT orientations and number 
of CNTs. 
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 Experimental Details 

 Materials 

MWCNTs were purchased from NanoIntegris, and UV-curable epoxy (OG198-54) was 

acquired from EPO-TEK®. Pluronic F-127 (Pluronic) (MW = 12,600) was from Sigma-Aldrich. 

Dragon Skin® FX-Pro (Dragon Skin) was acquired from Smooth-On. Hydrophilic PTFE 

membrane filters (diameter: 47 mm and pore size: 0.2 µm) were purchased from EMD Millipore. 

 Nanocomposite Sensing Element Fabrication 

The ETDR parallel-plate nanocomposite sensing element fabrication started with the 

preparation of its conducting part, which was the MWCNT-Pluronic thin film. Here, 1 mg/mL 

MWCNTs were dispersed in 0.5 wt% Pluronic solution. Dispersion was achieved by subjecting 

the mixture to 60 min of high-energy tip sonication. Second, two types of MWCNT-Pluronic thin 

films were assembled. MWCNT thin film #1 was fabricated by vacuum filtering the MWCNT-

Pluronic dispersion using a PTFE membrane. Fabrication of MWCNT thin film #2 followed the 

same procedure, except that a 30 kHz AC voltage of 2.8 kVp-p was applied to the solution for 10 

min, immediately prior to it being vacuum filtered; the resulting electric field, E, was 87.5 Vp-

p/mm. It should be noted that E was applied to the solution using two parallel-plate electrodes 

mounted on opposite sides of the 3D-printed chamber directly above the filtering membrane and 

setup. Upon filtration, the thin films were air-dried for 12 h. The film was cut to form rectangular 

specimens (3´22 mm2 or 3´11mm2). Specifically, MWCNT thin film #2 was cut such that the 

electric field direction is parallel to the longer side of the thin films. SEM images of MWCNT thin 

films show that MWCNT thin film #1 that had a randomly dispersed network (Figure 5.6a) which 

can be described by the CNT-thin film model with random dispersion (Figure 5.3c). Similar to the 
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aligned CNT thin film model (Figure 5.3a and 5.3b), MWCNT thin film #2 shows nanotube 

alignment in the direction of the applied electric field due to dielectrophoresis [202] (Figure 5.6b). 

The dielectric portion of the ETDR sensors was based on two different thick films (i.e., 

epoxy and 0.1 wt% MWCNT-epoxy) to study how their dielectric properties affected strain 

sensing. Preparation of the dielectric begun by dispersing MWCNTs in epoxy via high-speed 

shear-mixing for 2 min at 3,500 rpm and then high-energy tip sonication for 2 min. This was 

repeated five times for achieving uniform dispersion. The viscous mix was then cast in dog-bone 

shaped Dragon Skin molds. Curing was performed using an ultraviolet (UV) lamp (Uvitron Porta-

ray 400R) for 10 min, followed by curing in a Yamato ADP-300C oven for 12 h at 70 °C. 

Preparation of the pristine epoxy followed the same curing process. The thickness of the final dog-

bone shaped epoxy thick films was ~1.15 mm (Figure 5.7a). 

The parallel-plate sensing element was then formed by attaching the conductive portion 

(e.g., MWCNT-Pluronic thin film) to both the top and bottom of the dielectric (e.g., MWCNT-

epoxy). Electrodes were created at opposite ends of the thin films using copper tape (3´10 mm2) 

and then drying colloidal silver paste (Ted Pella) at their interface to minimize contact impedance. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.6. SEM images of (a) the randomly dispersed MWCNT-Pluronic thin film 
(MWCNT thin film #1) and (b) the aligned MWCNT-Pluronic thin film (MWCNT thin film 
#2) are shown. The scale bar represents 200 nm. 
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These electrodes were then connected to speaker wires by soldering (Figure 5.7b). Finally, a BNC 

connector was soldered to one end of the wire (Figure 5.7c) for ETDR interrogation and 

measurement purposes. 

 ETDR Sensor Sample Sets 

In this study, five unique ETDR sample sets were prepared. Four of them (i.e., Sensors #1 

to #4) were composed of two uniform lengths of parallel wires (l = 7.62 m) connected to opposite 

ends of the sensing element (Figure 5.8a). These sensors were used to study how their R and C 

properties affected strain sensing capability (Figure 5.2b). Sensor #1 (Figure 5.9a) was the control 

sample set and consisted of two parallel copper tape strips (3´38 mm2) attached to a dog-bone-

shaped epoxy dielectric. Sensor #2 (Figure 5.9b) employed MWCNT thin film #1 for the 

conductor, separated by pristine epoxy. Sensor #3 (Figure 5.9c) also used MWCNT thin film #1 

for the conductor but was separated by the MWCNT-epoxy thick film as the dielectric. Sensor #4 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5.7. An MWCNT-based ETDR sensor was assembled by (a) preparing MWCNT-
epoxy, (b) attaching MWCNT thin films on it, and (c) connecting the sensing element to the 
speaker wires.  
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(Figure 5.9d) was identical to Sensor #3, except that MWCNT thin film #2 was used. 

For the final case, Sensor #5 incorporated three sensing elements for validating distributed 

strain sensing (Figure 5.8b), each separated by 4.57 m of parallel wire. It should be noted that the 

length of the first parallel wire (i.e., between the first sensing element and the BNC connector) was 

7.62 m. The sensing elements were identical to those used in Sensor #3, except that the MWCNT-

Pluronic films were smaller (3×11 mm2).  

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 5.8. Two different types of MWCNT-based ETDR sensors were used: (a) one sensing 
element connected to two parallel wires and (b) three sensing elements connected to four 
parallel wires. 

 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5.9. Four types of sensing elements that were fabricated are shown: (a) copper tapes 
on epoxy; (b) MWCNT thin films on epoxy; (c) MWCNT thin films on MWCNT-epoxy 
composite; and (d) AC-voltage-treated MWCNT thin films on MWCNT-epoxy composite. 
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 ETDR Strain Sensing Characterization 

All five types of ETDR sensors were subjected to loading-unloading tests. Here, only the 

MWCNT-based sensing element was mounted in the Test Resources 150R load frame (Figure 

5.10). A preload of 0.5 N was first applied to ensure that the sensing element was taut. A baseline 

set of measurements was obtained by using a Keysight 33600A waveform generator to inject a 10 

Vp-p, 60 MHz, one-cycle, sine wave. A Keysight DSOX3024T digital oscilloscope was also 

connected to record the reflected waveform response (Figure 5.11). Then, a one-cycle uniaxial 

tensile load pattern to 0.5% was applied to strain the sensing element. The load frame was paused 

at every 0.1% strain increment to acquire a set of ETDR measurements. 

 Results and Discussion 

 Unstrained ETDR Sensor Response 

As discussed in Section 5.5.4, the ETDR sensors were first mounted in the load frame 

before they were strained, and baseline ETDR waveforms were obtained. Figure 5.12 summarizes 

 
Figure 5.10. An MWCNT-based sensing element was mounted in the load frame for strain 
sensing tests. 
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the unstrained ETDR measurement results. It can be seen that Sensors #1 to #4 all showed two 

reflected waves. When an incident wave was transmitted through an ETDR sensor, a portion of 

the wave reflected (Reflected wave #1) due to impedance mismatch between the sensing element 

and the parallel wire. The remaining portion of the wave was then transmitted, and total reflection 

occurred (Reflected wave #2) at the end of the ETDR setup due to open-circuit condition (Z = ∞). 

By using Equation 5.2, the velocity of the transmitted wave was estimated as v = 2.05´108 m/s, 

which is ~69% the speed of light (c = 2.99´108 m/s). The time difference (Dt) between the incident 

wave and Reflected wave #1 was similar among the four sensors (Dt ~ 74 ns), since the location 

of each sensing element was identical (l = 7.62 m). 

On the other hand, the amplitudes of the reflected waves’ voltages were different due to 

impedance differences among the four sensing elements, which are summarized in Table 5.1. The 

voltage amplitude of Reflected wave #1 of Sensor #1 was lower than the other three. This was 

expected since the resistance of the copper tape (R = 0.02 W) was much lower than that of the 

MWCNT-Pluronic thin films in the other sensing elements. Thus, more energy was transmitted 

through Sensor #1, and total reflection occurred at the end of the sensor so that the amplitude of 

Reflected wave #2 of Sensor #1 was the highest (Figure 5.12a). 

For both Sensors #2 and #3, MWCNT thin film #1 was used. The difference was that 

 

Fig. 9. An ETDR system is composed of a waveform generator, a 

digital oscilloscope, and the ETDR sensor.  

 

 
Figure 5.11. An ETDR system is composed of a waveform generator, a digital oscilloscope, 
and the ETDR sensor. 
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MWCNT-epoxy was used for Sensor #3. This resulted in a smaller reflected voltage amplitude for 

Sensor #3 (Figure 5.12c), which can be explained by the sensing element’s C component. It was 

shown that the dielectric constant of polymer composites was enhanced with the inclusion of CNTs 

[203, 204], thereby increasing the capacitance and decreasing the impedance.  

Although MWCNT-epoxy was used for both Sensors #3 and #4, the voltage amplitude of 

Reflected wave #1 was higher for Sensor #4 (478 mV) due to its R component. R of Sensor #3 was 

~42 W while that of Sensor #4 was ~65 W. A similar explanation as the electrical property 

simulations of the CNT-based thin film model can be applied such that the governing effect of the 

aligned MWCNT-Pluronic thin film was decrease in conducting pathways over the decrease in the 

length of conducting paths. To be specific, aligned MWCNTs were less likely to overlap and form 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5.12. The waveform response of each unstrained ETDR sensor is shown: (a) Sensor 
#1; (b) Sensor #2; (c) Sensor #3; and (d) Sensor #4. 
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connective conducting pathways due to their high length-to-diameter ratio (i.e., aspect ratio). 

Therefore, given the larger impedance of the conductor in the transmission line, this resulted in a 

larger reflected wave voltage amplitude for Sensor #4. 

 ETDR Strain Sensing Results  

After the baseline ETDR measurements, one cycle of uniaxial tensile strains was applied 

to each sensing element. Figure 5.13 summarizes the response of Sensor #2. Figure 5.13a overlays 

the voltage peaks of Reflected wave #1 with respect to different applied strain states. The voltage 

peak increased as the sensing element was strained in tension. The results can be explained by the 

strain sensing results of MWCNT-based thin films (Chapter 4), where the electrical resistance of 

MWCNT-based thin films increased when strained in tension. To better quantify strain sensing 

behavior, the change in voltages (DV) with respect to the unstrained peak voltage was calculated: 

  (5.3) 

where Vi is the peak voltage of the reflected wave at the ith strain state, and V0 is the peak voltage 

of the initial unstrained reflected wave. Figure 5.13b shows that DV changed in tandem with 

applied stains, thus validating strain sensing using ETDR. 

Similar to Sensor #2, DV of Sensors #3 (Figure 5.14) and #4 (Figure 5.15) followed the 

applied strain pattern as well. To compare the strain sensing behavior among all four sample sets, 

ΔV =Vi −V0

Table 5.1. Voltage amplitudes of reflected waves. 

Sensor ID Reflected wave #1 
voltage [mV] 

Reflected wave #2 
voltage [mV] 

Sensor #1 63 967 
Sensor #2 384 517 

Sensor #3 363 524 
Sensor #4 478 372 
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their DV responses were overlaid and shown in Figure 5.16. First, Sensor #1 exhibited the worst 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.13. Sensor #2 was subjected to uniaxial tensile loading and unloading. (a) The peaks 
of the reflected waves at different strain states are overlaid, and (b) the changes in peak 
voltage are overlaid with the applied strains. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.14. Sensor #3 was subjected to uniaxial tensile loading and unloading. (a) The peaks 
of the reflected waves at strain states are overlaid, and (b) the changes in peak voltage are 
overlaid with the applied strains. 

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.15. Sensor #4 was subjected to uniaxial tensile loading and unloading. (a) The peaks 
of the reflected waves corresponding different strain states are overlaid, and (b) the changes 
in peak voltage and the applied strains are plotted as a function of steps. 
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performance. Sensor #1 used copper tape as conductors, and its electrical impedance did not 

respond to strain. Second, DV of Sensors #2 and #3 were comparable, but Sensor #3 showed 

slightly higher DV at 0.5 % strain (DV = 76.0 mV) versus Sensor #2 (DV = 64.7 mV). Last, Sensor 

#4 demonstrated the highest sensitivity to applied strains. 

To investigate the underlying mechanism of the results obtained in Figure 5.16, the 

sensitivity of R (for the conductor) and C (for the dielectric) to applied strains were individually 

analyzed. First, C was investigated by measuring capacitance of epoxy and MWCNT-epoxy as 

they were strained. When specimens are subjected to deformation, C would be varied, because the 

thickness, area, and dielectric constant of the specimen changes [205]. Rectangular epoxy films 

(10´60´1 mm3) were prepared, and copper films (10´38 mm2) were affixed to its top and bottom 

surfaces. Similar to the aforementioned ETDR strain sensing tests, the specimen was loaded by 

applying one cycle of tensile strains and pausing every 0.125% for capacitance measurements 

using a Keysight E49080A LCR meter. The procedure was repeated until a maximum strain of 

0.75% was reached, which was followed by unloading to 0%. The LCR meter applied a 1 Vp-p, 2 

MHz, sinusoidal excitation signal.  

 
Figure 5.16. The changes in peak voltages of Sensors #1 to #4 are plotted as a function of 
steps. 
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To compare the capacitance results, normalized change in capacitance (Cnorm) was 

calculated: 

  (5.4) 

where C0 is the initial unstrained capacitance of the specimen, and Ci is the change in capacitance 

at the ith strain state. Representative results of the pristine and MWCNT-epoxy are shown in Figure 

5.17. It can be seen that Cnorm of both specimens followed the applied strain pattern, but Cnorm for 

the MWCNT-epoxy was more sensitive to applied strains, which is consistent with other studies 

[199]. Although capacitance was measured at a lower frequency (f = 2 MHz) as compared to the 

ETDR excitation signal, it was found that the dielectric constant (or capacitance) plateaus at 

frequencies above 10 kHz [206]. 

Second, the R component of the ETDR sensing element was also tested. Here, MWCNT 

thin films #1 and #2 were prepared. Each thin film was attached to the dog-bone shaped epoxy. 

The dimensions of the film and gage length between electrodes were consistent with previous 

ETDR tests. The specimens were mounted in the load frame and subjected to two cycles of tensile 

loading-unloading at a strain rate of 0.04%/min and to a maximum strain of 0.5%. Figure 5.18 

summarizes the results. The unstrained resistance of MWCNT thin film #1 (R = 44.2 W) was lower 

Cnorm =
ΔCi
C0

  
(a) (b) 

Figure 5.17. Normalized changes in capacitances overlaid with applied strain patterns are 
shown: (a) epoxy and (b) MWCNT-epoxy composite.  
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than that of #2 (R = 63.6 W). It can be observed from Figures 5.18a and 5.18c that both thin films 

showed linear strain sensing response. Strain sensitivity for each specimen was estimated by fitting 

a linear least-squares regression line to the plot of Rnorm versus strain (Figures 5.18b and 5.18d). It 

was found that strain sensitivity for MWCNT thin film #2 (S = 1.62) was higher than that of #1 (S 

= 1.41). This was expected from the numerical simulations (Section 5.4), in which CNT thin film 

models with aligned CNTs along the loading direction produced higher bulk strain sensitivity. The 

increase in strain sensitivity of the thin film directly translated to the higher ETDR strain sensitivity. 

These results suggest that the R component and its piezoresistivity are dominating factors that 

influence ETDR strain sensing performance. In addition, by manipulating the sensing element’s 

  
(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

Figure 5.18. (a) The electrical resistance response of MWCNT thin film #1 is shown. (b) The 
normalized change in resistance of MWCNT thin film #1 is plotted as a function of applied 
strains. (c) The electrical resistance time history of MWCNT thin film #2 is plotted. (d) The 
normalized change in resistance of MWCNT thin film #2 versus applied strains is shown. 
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nanostructure, ETDR strain sensing response can be designed or tuned.  

 Distributed Strain Sensing Validation 

Finally, distributed strain sensing was validated using Sensor #5 that included three sensing 

elements in the transmission line. The electrical resistance of all MWCNT thin films was ~20 W. 

As before, a set of baseline ETDR measurements was obtained prior to straining the sensing 

elements. Figure 5.19 shows that the measured response is somewhat complicated. However, the 

location of the incident wave (t = 7.72 ns), which is not shown in Figure 5.19, and that of the final 

reflected wave (Reflected wave #4) are apparent (t = 214.60 ns). Thus, the velocity of the EM 

wave can be calculated using Equation 5.2 to give v = 2.06 ´ 108 m/s. With the known location of 

the three sensing elements, the locations of other reflected waves could be estimated and are 

marked in Figure 5.19. 

Strain sensing tests were then performed by straining one of the three sensing elements 

while keeping the others unstrained. This was repeated until all of the sensing elements were 

strained and tested. The results are presented in Figure 5.20. Similar to Sensors #1 to #4 with one 

sensing element, all the Sensing elements #1 to #3 clearly showed strain sensing behavior, where 

 
Figure 5.19. The waveform response of Sensor #5 is plotted as a function of time. 
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their voltage change matched the applied strain pattern, thereby successfully validating distributed 

sensing. However, the voltage change degraded as the location of sensing element was farther from 

the probe. To be specific, the first sensing element exhibited greater voltage changes than the other 

two. A possible explanation can be due to signal attenuation that worsened as the EM wave 

traveled down the transmission line and with a portion of the energy of the wave lost due to 

reflections as it interacted with each additional sensing element.  

 Summary 

In this study, the numerical model of CNT-based thin film was used to guide the design of 

an MWCNT-based strain sensor. In addition, a new approach for truly distributed strain sensing 

  
(a) (b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5.20. Each sensing element of Sensor #5 was subjected to strain sensing tests. (a) The 
changes in peak voltage of Sensing element #1, (b) Sensing element #2, and (c) Sensing 
element #3 are overlaid with the (same) applied strain pattern. 
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was demonstrated by integrating ETDR with MWCNT-based sensing elements. This work 

investigated different types of sensing elements, where the conductor was formed using MWCNT-

Pluronic thin films, and the dielectric was either pristine or MWCNT-epoxy thick films. Especially, 

two different MWCNT-Pluronic thin films were incorporated in the strain sensor (one with random 

MWCNT orientations and the other with aligned MWCNTs). This was inspired by the numerical 

simulation results in which the aligned CNT thin film model was more sensitive to strains than the 

model with random CNT orientations. Upon integration of these sensing elements in a 

transmission line, the results showed that all the ETDR responses showed voltage changes that 

varied linearly with respect to applied strains. Furthermore, it was found that the strain sensitivity 

or gage factor of the MWCNT-Pluronic thin film conductor element directly influenced the bulk 

strain sensitivity of the ETDR sensor. The results suggested that the desired strain sensing 

performance of ETDR sensors could be achieved by controlling thin film nanostructure. Last, to 

validate distributed strain sensing, three sensing elements were integrated in a single transmission 

line. Each sensing element was subjected to applied strains, while their voltage responses were 

recorded using ETDR. Strain sensitivity was confirmed for all the sensing elements, and ETDR 

could successfully interrogate and acquire their response simply by analyzing the recorded 

reflected voltage waveforms.  

 

Chapter 5, in part, is a reprint of the material as it appears in may appear in IEEE Sensors, 

Bo Mi Lee; Kenneth J. Loh; Francesco Lanza di Scalea, 2018. The dissertation author was the 

primary researcher and author of this paper. 

Chapter 5, in part, is a currently being prepared for submission for publication of the 

material. Bo Mi Lee; Zachary Huang; Kenneth J. Loh. The dissertation author was the primary 

researcher and author of this material. 
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 Conclusions 

 

 Summary of Results 

The main objective of this dissertation was to provide a 2D CNT-based thin film model 

that can describe the electrical and electromechanical performance of CNT-based thin films. A 2D 

CNT-based thin film model was derived and simulated to investigate the key parameters that 

influence the electrical and electromechanical behavior of CNT-based thin films. Experimental 

measurements of CNT-based thin films were integrated in the model, and strain sensing behavior 

of the CNT-based thin film model was experimentally validated. The model was further used to 

improve the design of a distributed strain sensor for SHM. 

In Chapter 2, detailed procedures of deriving the 2D CNT-based thin film were presented. 

A 2D CNT-based thin film model was generated by randomly dispersing 1D straight CNT 

elements in a representative model area. First, the nominal electrical properties of the CNT-based 

thin film models were simulated. The percolation threshold was increased using shorter CNTs. 

The model was more conductive with longer CNTs at higher CNT densities. Then, 

electromechanical performance simulations were conducted by subjecting the model to uniaxial 

tensile-compressive strain patterns. The CNT-based thin film model showed linear 

electromechanical strain sensing response. The strain sensitivity decreased as the concentration or 

density of CNTs in the polymer matrix increased. In addition, the thin film models were more 
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sensitive to applied strains containing CNTs with higher intrinsic strain sensitivity, which was 

expected. 

Chapter 3 integrated experimentally measured CNTs properties (i.e., dispersed shapes and 

length distribution) into the 2D percolation-based thin film model. AFM topographical images of 

1 µg/mL MWCNT-PSS thin films showed various geometrical shapes of as-deposited MWCNTs. 

The perimeter method was used to measure the lengths of 20 MWCNTs, and the results showed 

an average length of 1.904 µm and a standard deviation of 0.506 µm. Based on the image analysis 

results, five different CNT-based thin film models with varied CNT-network morphologies were 

investigated. The numerical simulation results showed that the dispersed shape of the CNT 

network significantly influenced the bulk-scale electrical and electromechanical behavior. First, 

the electrical properties of the thin film model were affected by the effective CNT lengths. In 

addition, the thin film model with straight CNTs showed the highest strain sensitivity among the 

five different models, while the model comprising CNTs characterized by three linear segments 

had the lowest strain sensitivity. 

A CNT-based thin film model was experimentally validated in Chapter 4. Seven different 

concentrations of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films were prepared using vacuum filtration. According 

to the SEM images of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films, kinked-shaped CNTs were applied to the 

CNT-based thin film model. The degree of CNT kink was described by the height ratio. The model 

with higher height ratios was less sensitive to strains. The MWCNT-Pluronic thin films were 

represented by the CNT thin film model with 20% height ratio. The model was able to accurately 

describe the strain sensing performance of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films. In addition to the trend 

of decreasing strain sensitivity as a function of CNT density, values of strain sensitivities were 

similar to those for the MWCNT-Pluronic thin films. The numerical model was additionally 

validated by computing the area ratio of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films using SEM images. Area 
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ratio results of MWCNT-Pluronic thin films were comparable to those of numerical models, 

thereby successfully verifying the CNT-based thin film models. 

Following this successful experimental validation, Chapter 5 leveraged the thin film 

models for guiding the design of a CNT-based distributed strain sensor for SHM. A distributed 

strain sensor was assembled by modifying sections of a transmission line with MWCNT-based 

sensing elements. Four different sets of samples were prepared by using different conducting thin 

films (i.e., copper tapes, randomly oriented MWCNT-Pluronic thin films, and aligned MWCNT-

Pluronic thin films) and different dielectric thick films (i.e., pristine epoxy and MWCNT-epoxy). 

The aligned MWCNT-Pluronic thin films were chosen based on the numerical simulation results 

in which the aligned CNT-based thin film model showed higher strain sensitivities as compared to 

the CNT thin film model with random CNT orientations. The ETDR strain sensing results showed 

that the piezoresistivity of the MWCNT-Pluronic thin film directly affected the strain sensing 

behavior of the ETDR sensor. Distributed strain sensing was evaluated by integrating three sensing 

elements in a single ETDR sensor. The voltage of each sensing element changed in tandem with 

applied strains, thereby successfully validating their distributed sensing capabilities. 

 Contributions 

As emphasized in Chapter 1, despite the diverse experimental and numerical studies on 

CNT-based strain sensors, the lack of understanding of strain-dependent electrical response of 

CNT-based nanocomposites prevented further innovations. Therefore, the main contribution of 

this doctoral thesis was to advance the understanding of the fundamental mechanisms behind the 

electrical and electromechanical properties of bulk CNT-based nanocomposites. To do that, a 

systematic investigation was conducted through numerical model derivation, model testing and 

evaluation, and experimental validation. First, the relationship between the electrical and 
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electromechanical characteristics of CNT-based thin films and parameters (such as CNT length, 

density, and intrinsic piezoresistivity) was numerically simulated. The CNT-based thin film model 

was able to explain the strain sensing performance of CNT-based thin films, which is in agreement 

with other results published in the literature. However, unlike other numerical simulations that 

could only explain the bulk electromechanical behavior of the nanocomposite, this dissertation 

significantly improved the accuracy of the CNT-based thin film model by incorporating actual 

physical properties of CNTs (i.e., dispersed shapes and lengths of CNTs) with uncertainty 

quantification (i.e., CNT length distribution). By doing so, the CNT-based thin film model was 

able to successfully reproduce the electromechanical behavior of experimentally tested MWCNT-

Pluronic thin films. This accomplishment bridged the current research gap between experimental 

investigations and numerical simulations of CNT-based thin films. 

The second contribution of this dissertation was the demonstration of using a model-

enabled design approach for assembling CNT-based thin film sensors for structural health 

monitoring applications. To date, numerical simulations of nanocomposites have been focused on 

characterizing and validating the bulk electrical and electromechanical properties of CNT-based 

nanocomposites. This dissertation used a CNT-based thin film model to guide the design of an 

MWCNT-based distributed ETDR strain sensor. Before experimentally assembling the ETDR 

sensor, different designs of CNT-based thin film models were simulated, and their strain sensing 

responses were estimated. As expected from the strain sensing simulation results, the ETDR strain 

sensor integrating aligned MWCNT-based thin films was more sensitive to applied strains than 

randomly oriented MWCNT-based thin films. 

In this dissertation, a novel approach for distributed strain sensing addressed the limitations 

of current sensing approaches for SHM. First, the proposed MWCNT-based ETDR sensor was a 

truly distributed sensor in that the ETDR sensor was capable of measuring strains at multiple points 
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along its length; furthermore, distributed sensing could be achieved by only obtaining 

measurements at one end of the ETDR sensor. This ability addresses the limitations of current 

discrete sensors (e.g., metal-foil strain gages and accelerometers), which requires separate sensing 

channels and measurements at their instrumented locations. In addition, the proposed sensor 

implementation is simpler than other types of distributed sensors (i.e., fiber optic sensors) due to 

its low manufacturing and installation costs and straightforward system architecture. Since strain 

sensing of the ETDR sensor was dominated by the piezoresistivity of MWCNT-based thin films, 

ETDR sensing behavior was controlled by manipulating nanostructures of the MWCNT-based thin 

films. 

Another contribution of this dissertation was to provide guidelines for designing 

nanomaterial-based or nanocomposite systems. Despite the promise of nanomaterial and 

nanotechnology as mentioned in Section 1.1, the fundamental limitation that needs to be addressed 

is the lack of design tools of nanomaterial-based systems. This dissertation significantly improved 

the accuracy of a CNT-based thin film model so that the model can be employed to guide the 

design of CNT-based distributed ETDR sensors. Similarly, systematic investigations to uncover 

driving material mechanisms and a model-enabled design approach on CNT-based 

nanocomposites can be applied to design other nanomaterial-based systems with optimized 

material properties. 

 Future Work 

For future research, the CNT-based thin film model will be further improved by 

considering the interfacial behavior between CNTs and different polymer matrices. This 

dissertation focused on CNT parameters during numerical modeling, and the CNT-based thin film 

models assumed that strain was uniformly distributed throughout the entire film while neglecting 
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the CNT-matrix interfaces. Future research will use molecular dynamics simulations to advance 

the understanding of interfacial behavior between CNTs and the polymer matrices. Molecular 

dynamics simulation results will be used as inputs for the CNT-based thin film model during the 

coordinate update procedure at a different strain state, thereby achieving an even more 

comprehensive and sophisticated multi-scale model. This research is expected to explain 

experimental results that showed different electromechanical behaviors depending on different 

polymer matrices. 

In addition, optimization of a CNT-based strain sensor will be explored. Chapter 4 

demonstrated that, although the 0.25 mg/mL MWCNT-Pluronic thin film (lowest MWCNT 

concentration) was the most sensitive to deformations among the seven MWCNT concentrations 

studied (0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 mg/mL), its strain sensing resolution was not ideal. Future 

research will thoroughly investigate the sensing properties (i.e., strain sensitivity, strain sensing 

resolution, and accuracy) assembled based on different nanostructures (i.e., random and aligned 

CNT orientations). Their relationships will then be described by a set of empirical equations. 

Decision variables, which are inputs to the optimization problem, can be physical properties of 

CNTs (e.g., CNT length, aspect ratio), CNT density, and the polymer matrix, among others. The 

objective function will be defined by the optimum property (i.e., strain sensitivity, strain sensing 

resolution, mechanical strength, or a combination of these). Finally, sensing performance will be 

optimized by maximizing or minimizing the objective function. 

Besides CNTs, other conductive nanomaterials (e.g., graphene, Ag NWs, and Au NWs) 

are also used for strain sensors. The CNT-based thin film model can be extended to describe the 

strain sensing response of such electrically conductive nanocomposites. Since conductive 

nanomaterials can also be regarded as resistor or conductor elements, the CNT equation (Equation 

2.3), which described the electrical property of a CNT element, can be modified accordingly. The 
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same framework presented in this thesis can be followed, where high resolution microscope 

images of nanocomposites can be used as inputs during modeling. The interface between 

conductive nanomaterials and the polymer matrices can also be considered. In doing so, the 

electromechanical performance of other conductive nanofiller-based nanocomposites can be 

investigated. 
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